February 15, 2021
The Honorable Paul J. Barbadoro
United States District Court
District of New Hampshire
55 Pleasant Street
Concord, NH 03301-3941
Re:

United States v. Christopher Cantwell, 20-CR-06-01-PB

Dear Judge Barbadoro:
I am the founding partner of Kaplan Hecker & Fink LLP and counsel for the plaintiffs in
Sines v. Kessler, the federal lawsuit seeking to hold the men who participated in the conspiracy to
engage in racially-motivated violence at the deadly “Unite the Right” rally in Charlottesville,
Virginia on August 11-12, 2017 responsible pursuant to the Ku Klux Klan Act of 1871. See Sines
v. Kessler, 324 F. Supp. 3d 765 (W.D. Va. 2018) (the “Charlottesville case”). As one of the key
organizers and participants with respect to that violent and ultimately deadly rally, Christopher
Cantwell is one of 24 defendants in our lawsuit, someone who came to Charlottesville that
weekend armed to the teeth with “three pistols, two semi-automatic machine guns, and a knife.”
Pls.’ Second Am. Compl. ¶ 302, Sines v. Kessler, No. 3:17-cv-00072-NKM (W.D.Va. Sept. 17,
2019), 2019 WL 7877152. 1 The reason for this submission is to make sure that Your Honor is
aware of certain facts relating to Mr. Cantwell and our lawsuit as part of the information that the
Court may consider in connection with Mr. Cantwell’s sentencing.
More specifically, nearly two years into the Charlottesville case, and just two days after
Mr. Cantwell sent the extortionate threat on Telegram for which he was convicted and is about to
be sentenced in this criminal action, Mr. Cantwell posted the following message on Telegram
referring to our case directly above a photograph of me: “After this stupid kike whore loses this
fraudulent lawsuit, we’re going to have a lot of fucking fun with her.” Ex. 1 (excerpted post from
Cantwell’s public Telegram profile (Jun. 18, 2019)). The similarities between the threat against
me and the one for which Mr. Cantwell is about to be sentenced are striking. Not only did they
each occur nearly simultaneously (June 2019) on the same social media platform (Telegram), but
they each constituted an obvious effort by Mr. Cantwell to strike back at someone he believed was
“harassing him” by publicly threatening violence in a forum he undoubtedly knows contains social
media users who have been banned from other platforms for their extremist views. Having spent
the last three years immersed in this type of incendiary rhetoric in connection with our lawsuit, I
cannot emphasize enough the dangers posed by this conduct.

A jury trial is currently scheduled to take place in our case before Judge Norman Moon on October 25, 2021. Order,
Sines v. Kessler, No. 3:17-cv-00072-NKM (W.D.Va. Feb. 3, 2021), ECF No. 924.
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One thing that the events of Charlottesville have taught us is that Mr. Cantwell’s threats
cannot and should not be dismissed as idle chat since in Charlottesville, his violent rhetoric turned
into violent action. Mr. Cantwell planned and threatened violence together with his coconspirators for months leading up to the “Unite the Right” rally and then made good on those
promises when, marching alongside hundreds of other white supremacists carrying lit tiki torches,
he assaulted a peaceful counter-protester. See Sines, 324 F. Supp. 3d at 786-87; see also, Justin
Wm. Moyer, ‘Crying Nazi’ Pleads Guilty to Assault Committed During Charlottesville Rally,
WASH. POST (Jul. 20, 2018), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/public-safety/crying-nazibarred-from-virginia-after-pleading-guilty-to-assault-during-charlottesvillerally/2018/07/20/164480a4-8c5f-11e8-81bf-28c7cd96bbc2_story.html. Far from showing any
remorse for what he did or what happened that weekend, Mr. Cantwell told a reporter on August
13, 2017—the day after Heather Heyer was murdered—that he thought “a lot more people are
going to die before we’re done here frankly.” Charlottesville: Race and Terror, VICE News
Tonight (Aug. 14, 2017) at 21:00, https://www.vice.com/en/article/433vkq/watch-the-vice-newstonight-episode-charlottesville-race-and-terror.
Professors Kathleen Blee and Peter Simi, who have studied violent right-wing extremism
for decades, have submitted an expert report in anticipation of their testimony in the Charlottesville
case. In that report, they conclude, among other things, that “[t]he white supremacist movement
(WSM) in the United States has consistently utilized, supported, and glorified violence as a
strategy to promote its message and secure white supremacy.” Ex. 2 at 2 (Expert Report of
Kathleen Blee and Peter Simi (Jul. 20, 2020)). According to Professors Blee and Simi, one way
in which white supremacists encourage and incite acts of violence is through the “constant and
pervasive messaging of violence.” Id. at 52. With respect to Mr. Cantwell specifically, Professors
Blee and Simi point to an alt-right podcast called “The Daily Shoah,” 2 on which Mr. Cantwell
stated in 2015: “It’s the right thing to be concerned about the immigration, because you see these
fucking hordes of unwashed religious fanatics pouring across borders with no resources just
thinking that they’re going to collect welfare and fuck our women and fucking breed us out of
existence. That makes me want to bash people’s skulls open, I understand.” Id. at 30. Professors
Blee and Simi discuss a post Mr. Cantwell made on his Minds account on July 15, 2017 stating:
“America will never be free until the last kike is strangled with the entrails of the last male
democrat.” Id. at 31. On his radio show less than a week before the Unite the Right rally, Mr.
Cantwell read aloud the following post he had previously written on Facebook: “I think chemical
and biological weapons can do a great deal of good for mankind releasing nerve gas or some kind
of lethal virus into a leftwing protest could prepare the bodies for physical removal without making
a big scene for the cameras and destroying anything of value.” 3 Id. at 38. Only days later, while
marching through the University of Virginia’s campus chanting “Jews will not replace us,”
Mr. Cantwell attacked a peaceful counter-protester without justification, a crime for which he
pleaded guilty, as noted above.
As you can imagine, when Mr. Cantwell posted on Telegram that he planned to “have a lot
of fucking fun” with me once our lawsuit is over, we took it very seriously. We immediately
consulted with law enforcement and other authorities. Among other precautions, additional
2
“Shoah,” which in Hebrew literally means “calamity,” has become the standard term in Judaism for the 20th-century
Holocaust.
3
Discovery in the Charlottesville case has revealed additional evidence of Mr. Cantwell’s willingness to use violence
to further the cause of white supremacy on his personal accounts and devices. However, because that information
was designated by Mr. Cantwell as “highly confidential” pursuant to the protective order in the Charlottesville case, I
am not able to share it with the Court at this time.
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security measures were put in place at the Empire State Building, where our office is located. We
even filed a motion seeking to enjoin Mr. Cantwell from making unlawful threats against plaintiffs
and plaintiffs’ counsel. In connection with that motion, Oren Segal, Director of the AntiDefamation League’s Center on Extremism, concluded that Mr. Cantwell’s post about me had
“significant potential to lead to on-the-ground violence from individuals who read the posts.” Ex.
3 ¶ 11 (Decl. of Oren Segal (Jul. 2, 2019)). While our motion was pending, Mr. Cantwell was
arrested and detained on the instant offense. In ultimately denying our motion, the Magistrate
Judge, relied heavily on Mr. Cantwell’s pre-trial incarceration in the instant criminal matter,
concluding that there was “[n]o reason for this Court to issue an order telling [Cantwell that
unlawful threats against another person is impermissible] – particularly considering that Cantwell
is incarcerated and likely will have extremely limited, if any opportunity to use social media during
the next several months.” Ex. 4 at 6 (Mem. Op. and Order Den. Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin Def. Cantwell
from Making Unlawful Threats Against Pls. and Pls.’ Counsel, Sines v. Kessler, No. 3:17-cv00072-NKM (W.D.Va. May 29, 2020), ECF No. 747).
Perhaps most dramatically, after we brought Mr. Cantwell’s threat against me to the
Court’s attention in the Charlottesville case, Mr. Cantwell’s own attorneys withdrew from
representing him in that litigation, noting that he “has engaged in conduct Attorneys consider
‘repugnant or imprudent’” and that they were “at a loss as to how we would be able to argue
Ms. Kaplan’s concerns and requests for relief as expressed to the Court are unreasonable.” Br. in
Supp. of Mot. to Withdraw as Counsel, at 2 n. 5, Sines v. Kessler, No. 3:17-cv-00072-NKM
(W.D.Va. Jul. 25, 2019), ECF 531. In response and true to form, Mr. Cantwell only escalated his
rhetoric. Weeks after his initial post on Telegram, Mr. Cantwell referred to me on his website as
a “stupid Jewess cunt,” and warned that “I won’t be stopped. The Jews are terrified of me, because
if people hear what I have to say without their cherry picking dishonest nonsense, then there won’t
be a safe place on this Earth for so much as a mischling.” Ex. 5 at 3 (Post from Christopher
Cantwell’s public website, christophercantwell.com (Jul. 14, 2019)). 4
As noted by Oren Segal of the ADL, by far the most alarming aspect of Mr. Cantwell’s
comments is the way they demonstrate his awareness that his followers or other “lone wolves” are
ready and eager to do Mr. Cantwell’s bidding. His words contain implicit – if not explicit – calls
to action and violence on the part of such individuals. As Mr. Segal noted: “[m]essages like Mr.
Cantwell’s provide online reinforcement and offer specific targets for individuals who may hold
violent, hateful beliefs and are prepared to act upon them.” Ex. 3 ¶ 17. Indeed, Mr. Cantwell’s
own words demonstrate his awareness that his followers are the equivalent of a human tinder box
and that his words can provide the requisite spark:
I sincerely hope that every man who listens to the sound of my voice takes his cause
seriously enough to kill and die for it. I sincerely hope that if I called on them to
do so, that they would answer. I have little doubt that if I went on the Radical
Agenda and started praising the Pittsburgh shooting [at the Tree of Life Synagogue
on October 27, 2018], I’d soon see the results plastered all over cable news. Ex. 6
at 2 (Christopher Cantwell article posted to website ChristopherCantwell.com
(Nov. 29, 2018)).
*

*

*

“Mischling” was the legal term used in Nazi Germany to denote a person deemed to have both “Aryan” and Jewish
ancestry.
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Given the above, it is clear that Mr. Cantwell’s objective is to weaponize his followers to
follow through on his threats and commit acts of violence, even when he cannot engage in acts of
violence himself. I am sure Your Honor would not be surprised to learn that Mr. Cantwell’s threats
have had an impact on me personally. Speaking solely for myself and my family, I would
definitely sleep better if I knew that Mr. Cantwell was going to remain in federal custody for a
substantial amount of time after the conclusion of the trial in our Charlottesville case. But that is
not all. Perhaps even more importantly, Mr. Cantwell also has sought to undermine the very
institutions that seek to hold him accountable, including our ability to prepare our case free from
fear and intimidation, which is so vital to the proper administration of justice. For these reasons,
I would respectfully request the opportunity to present my views at Mr. Cantwell’s sentencing
hearing on February 24 (preferably telephonically or by zoom for security reasons) should Your
Honor deem that to be appropriate under the circumstances.
Respectfully submitted,

Roberta A. Kaplan
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ASSIGNMENT
Kathleen M. Blee is Distinguished Professor of sociology and Bettye J. and Ralph E. Bailey Dean
of the Kenneth P. Dietrich School of Arts and Sciences and the College of General Studies at the
University of Pittsburgh. She specializes in social movements, including racist/anti-Semitic and rightwing movements, racial violence, and microsociology. Her curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix A.
Peter Simi is an Associate Professor in the Department of Sociology at Chapman University. He has
studied extremist groups and violence for more than 20 years, conducting interviews and observation with
a range of violent gangs and political extremists. His curriculum vitae is attached as Appendix B.
Professor Blee and Professor Simi each received $30,000 in compensation for their time rendering this
report.
We have been retained as expert witnesses for Plaintiffs, to apply our expertise in the
characteristics of the historical white supremacist movement to our examination of the materials in this
case and analyze whether the Defendants utilized the tools and tactics of the white supremacist movement
in planning and implementing the events on August 11-12, 2017, in Charlottesville, Virginia. Our
findings in this matter were reached after our review of the documents available, and from utilizing the
knowledge and expertise we have obtained based on our years of experience studying and publishing on
the white supremacist movement. We considered the following facts and data in coming to the opinions
for this report: (i) the sources identified in footnotes to this report; (ii) the sources identified in Appendix
C; (iii) communications on Discord produced in this litigation, reviewed using the search terms identified
in Appendix C; and (iv) other material produced in this litigation.

1
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
Based on our decades of research and publishing on white supremacism in the United States and
our analysis of the organization and events associated with Unite the Right (UTR) in Charlottesville,
Virginia in August 2017, we conclude that:
●

The white supremacist movement (WSM) in the United States has consistently utilized,
supported, and glorified violence as a strategy to promote its message and secure white
supremacy.

●

Defendants were active in and knowledgeable about the culture and networks of the
WSM prior to UTR.

●

UTR was organized to promote the agenda of the WSM.

●

To organize UTR, Defendants used the cultural symbols, rituals, slogans, language, and
references to historical figures that are the hallmarks of the WSM.

●

Defendants shaped and made use of WSM culture and networks to recruit participants
and to plan and execute UTR.

●

The coordinated race-based violence facilitated and committed by Defendants at UTR is
emblematic of WSM tactics.

2
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REPORT
A. Background
This report is based on our decades of research and publishing on white supremacism in the
United States, our review of the relevant scholarship on this topic, and our analysis of information and
evidence about the Defendants associated with the August 11-12, 2017, UTR events in Charlottesville,
Virginia.
1. Methodology of Our Analysis
The methodological steps in our analysis follow the research protocols that are standard in
rigorous qualitative analyses in the social sciences, as codified in a report by the National Science
Foundation1 for which one of the authors of this report (Blee) was a principal author.
First, we drew on our decades of individual and collaborative research on white supremacism in
the United States from the 1920s to the present. Our published research includes multiple studies of
white supremacist violence, culture, recruitment, leadership, radicalization processes, criminal
involvement, and the processes whereby white supremacist members leave the movement.
Second, we drew on our knowledge from decades of studying the research of social scientists,
information analysts, computer scientists, and other scholars and analysts on domestic extremism, white
supremacism, and ideologically-focused violence.
Third, we reviewed relevant information distributed by white supremacist and allied groups,
government and security agencies, and nonprofit organizations, as well as media reports and publiclyavailable social media.
Fourth, we analyzed postings on Discord,2 an Internet-based platform that enables real-time
voice, video, and text connections between users, before, during and after the August 2017 UTR events.
See Appendix D (Glossary of Terms and Symbols). At the outset, we read every post made by the
individual Defendants, all posts within the Channels identified as those of the Defendant organizations,
and posts within Channels associated with UTR. We also analyzed individual posts in the larger context
of discussions on the Discord platform and by comparing Defendant posts with posts by other Discord
users. For our review of Discord postings, we used a social scientific research strategy designed to ensure
that conclusions are based on what the data revealed rather than the researcher’s preconceptions. This
strategy employed the strength of both logics of research design in modern social sciences, deduction and
induction, to guide our searches on the Discord platform and our analysis of the posts that were generated
in these searches.

1

https://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2004/nsf04219/nsf04219.pdf.
Discord was released publicly in 2015 to connect video game users and had 250 million registered users by 2019
(Jargon 2019; Roose 2017; Needleman 2018). Multiple features of Discord made it an attractive venue for white
supremacist communications. Anyone over the age of 13 was permitted to join and start discussion groups. There
was little oversight of message content except via user complaints. Although many of its servers that host gaming
discussions were monitored, some contained content on topics such as school shootings and rape (Cox 2018; Jargon
2019; Weil 2018).

2
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Deductive strategies begin with existing knowledge, and seek to test, refine, or extend this
knowledge. For example, prior studies of WSM culture have uncovered certain ways of talking, such as
disguising the meaning of certain phrases to outsiders by structuring them as jokes, and the use of insider
terms such as “1488” that have specific meanings within WSM culture. Previous research also has found
that activities in the WSM are likely to be referenced in a specific vocabulary, such as “shoot,” “gun,” and
“power.” We use our knowledge of this research to guide the selection of terms and phrases that we used
to search the Discord platform. We also used a deductive strategy to analyze the posts generated by these
searches of the Discord platform. Based on our research and our knowledge of the research of other
scholars, we analyzed the meaning of terms, phrases, and symbols that are commonly used in the WSM.
Thus, we initially interpreted a post of “1488” to refer jointly to the “14 words” of the white supremacist
terrorist David Lane and the double 88 to mean “Heil Hitler” because “H” is the 8th letter of the alphabet.
As discussed below, we conducted additional levels of contextual analyses of Discord postings which, at
times, resulted in a modification of our initial interpretations.
Used alone, a deductive strategy will fail to search for information that was not found in prior
studies. To ensure that we did not exclude information, and to ensure that we could elicit and assess posts
from the Discord platform in a fair and neutral manner, we supplemented a deductive strategic approach
with an inductive strategic approach. An inductive approach begins with the data rather than with prior
interpretations, so the researcher can weigh evidence without having a preconception of its meaning. We
used inductive strategies by conducting searches of the Discord platform without specifying a search
term. We were able to do so by using the capabilities of Everlaw, the software platform on which the
Discord materials were hosted, to do random searches by sampling a selected percentage of total results.
These searches generated batches of posts across the Discord platform from a random set of persons on a
random set of topics, thus allowing us to locate information that had not been selected in our deductive
searches. We conducted inductive analyses by reading through entire discussion “Channels” on Discord,
including both those related and those unrelated to UTR events. This allowed us to understand the broad
discussions on these Channels and avoid placing undue importance on idiosyncratic posts.
We conducted 1,461 searches of posts made between May 12, 2016 to December 12, 2018, to
develop an accurate understanding of trends in post content and frequency over time.3 We used random
searches as well as keyword searches across the entire Discord platform produced in the lawsuit to
understand how Defendants and their affiliates operated on that platform and how they and others
discussed the UTR events on that platform. These searches produced tens of thousands of posts in both
text and image form. As noted above, we conducted searches both comprehensively (e.g., all posts to
certain specific servers on the platform and all posts by Defendants) and selectively (e.g., targeted
searches by keyword) to provide information that could challenge our pre-existing ideas as well as
information that might confirm our opinions.
Many Defendants and their affiliates relied on a feature in Discord in which messages can be
exchanged privately between two or more individuals without being visible to others on the Discord
platform – direct messaging (DM), sometimes termed private messaging. We searched broadly in the
direct messaging files of Discord and read every private message between Defendants for whom we had
Discord handles.

3

May 12, 2016, is the earliest date of a Discord post produced in this litigation.
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In addition to written posts, Discord had over 280,000 images posted between May 12, 2016, and
August 14, 2017. We conducted a 1% random sample of all images, which produced 2,829 unique
images. We also examined 1,411 images posted by Defendants. Defendants posted images at more than
three times the rate of the average user data to which we had access (Defendant average = 202 images; all
user average = 62 images). The largest number of images (13,790) were posted between August 6, 2017
and August 12, 2017, the period leading up to and including the 2017 UTR.

In total, we gathered and analyzed approximately 575,000 posts and direct messages from
Discord. We made note of, and incorporated into this report, messages that appeared supportive of and
counter to our overall findings.
Fifth, we examined documents made available to us by the Plaintiffs’ attorneys, including
depositions of Defendants and third-party witnesses, and materials produced by Defendants and thirdparty witnesses. We analyzed these to assess their meaning and significance in the context of other
information we have reviewed and our knowledge of and expertise on the WSM.4
Sixth, we took several additional measures to address the qualitative research protocol that
researchers need to consider evidence that is potentially disconfirming (i.e., that does not support one’s
initial hypotheses or presuppositions). We did so in part by using the standard social science technique of
excluding irrelevant evidence to avoid distorting our results. Thus, when we searched the Discord
platform for posts that, for example, encouraged Discord participants to be “careful” in their posting
(which might be an indication of hiding violent messages), we individually assessed the relevance of each
post generated by the search and excluded those in which the term “careful” had a different or ambiguous
meaning. In addition, as noted above, we deliberately sought to locate information that potentially
disconfirmed our initial suppositions by employing both inductive and deductive approaches in our
analysis. And we elicited and considered potentially disconfirming information by considering all
information in context. This was done by comparing posts by Defendants and their co-conspirators with
posts by other users of Discord and by reading through entire Channels of Discord. We also added
context by using both first-level (prima facie, or surface) analysis and second-level (contextual) analysis.
First-level analysis was used when the message of a written post or image was clear, as for
example, the World War II-era German Nazi image with the caption “Get In Loser We’re Invading
Charlottesville!” that was posted by Robert “Azzmador” Ray. Second-level analysis was done when the
meaning of a posted message or image was less clear. In these cases, we examined individual posts
4

It is our understanding that Defendants have not retained all of their communications and thus our access to those
communications appears to be limited.
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within the sequence of posts that preceded and followed it on Discord. This generated sequences in
which we could discern whether a post was responding to an earlier post, making a statement, or initiating
a new series of posts. Such sequences allowed us to more precisely ascertain the meaning of individual
posts. By examining Discord data across a fifteen-month period, we were able to discern trends in the
sequences of posts and to avoid any distortions in meaning that might arise if we had focused exclusively
on the period immediately prior to the 2017 UTR events. Thus, we are confident that our conclusions are
based on the information we reviewed rather than our preconceptions.
2. The Concept of Culture Frames This Report
Culture is a central concept in the social sciences, and the organizing principle of this report.
Social scientists define culture as the shared beliefs, values, language, understandings, practices and
norms of behavior that create a sense of collective meaning and identity. Culture is generally studied by
examining communications and the dynamics of interactions among individuals and groups.5
Culture operates on two levels: interpretive and behavioral. On the interpretive level, cultures
transmit beliefs, norms, identities, and understandings over time and across generations through songs,
stories, language, and symbols. Those immersed in a common culture tend to develop shared
interpretations that inform their beliefs, values, and understandings. On the behavioral level, cultures
establish a collective sense of approval for certain types of behavior. This type of approval is referred to
as prescriptive, expressed in norms or guidelines that encourage specific behaviors while proscriptive
norms discourage other behaviors. Thus, those immersed in a common culture tend to develop shared
practices and a common understanding of collective norms of behavior. For this report, we describe
interpretive and behavioral outcomes of culture separately, although in actuality these operate in
intersecting and mutually reinforcing ways. Adopting the interpretive values and beliefs of a culture
shapes how people behave. At the same time, aligning one’s behavior to others in a group intensifies
one’s commitment to collective interpretations.
By creating shared interpretations and behaviors, cultures integrate. On the interpretative level,
cultural practices of food, music, religion, and stories such as those found in Greek food festivals, Italian
feast day processions, and St. Patrick’s Day events not only celebrate the ethnic roots of Americans but
also create shared meanings about what it means to be Greek-American, Italian-American, or IrishAmerican. On the behavioral level, cultural norms press toward behaviors that distinguish a group - for
example, as respectable fans of a sports team, or practitioners of a particular religion - and that create a
sense of solidarity and collective identity. Behaviors like wearing modest clothing, tailgating at a team’s
game, and displaying religious items bind individuals together. Cultures also create a sense of belonging.
Expected behaviors, values and norms are expressed in “cultural scripts” whose meaning is accessible
only to insiders.6 For example, collective cultural rituals - group practices that evoke strong emotions and
often a sense of transcending ordinary existence,7 such as conversion ceremonies - regulate or pattern the
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors of their participants in subsequent situations.8 Its integrative nature
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allows a culture to evolve over time as persons connected to a particular culture repeatedly influence other
individuals’ ideas and decisions.
By creating shared interpretations and behaviors, cultures also divide. Cultures create boundaries
between those in the group and those on the outside of the group. Such distinctions are often quite
benign, as in the cultural identities that might emerge in groups of professional cooks or residents of Iowa
who share a sense of themselves as a group different from, but not hostile to, those outside the group.
However, some cultural distinctions are decidedly antagonistic, as when cultural identities denote insiders
as superior or safe and outsiders as inferior or dangerous. Such antagonist distinctions can fuel violence
and even genocide, as happened in Nazi Germany and, more recently, in the civil war in Rwanda.
Cultural rituals, such as those of commemoration of historical victories or atrocities, can transmit
intergroup hostility across generations and prolong or incite new conflicts, as witnessed in violent
episodes of the late 20th century such as those in Northern Ireland, India, the former Yugoslavia, and
Turkey.9
Although cultural norms of interpretation and behavior regulate voluntary action, they are not
deterministic. People are not simply passively shaped by their culture, as evidenced by the fact that two
people exposed to the exact same cultural norm may respond differently. At the same time, a strong
collective consensus supportive of certain beliefs or action clearly increases the likelihood that these will
occur. Culture thus produces tendencies for how individuals will think and act but does not guarantee that
every individual will do so in an identical manner.
Two social science concepts explain the seeming-paradox that culture exerts a powerful force on
individual interpretation and behavior at the same time that individuals within a culture respond
differently. One is the concept of subculture. Although people in a nation have a general common
culture as, for example, the American cultural value of individualism, there are multiple subcultures
within the nation. Beliefs, norms, identities, practices, and understandings differ in the U.S. across its
multiple subcultures, from very broad subcultures such as Southern, urban, evangelical, or AsianAmerican, to very specialized subcultures such as rugby fans, mothers of triplets, or country music
singers.10 The second is the concept of the cultural tool kit.11 Although people are highly influenced by
cultural and subcultural norms and expectations, how any single individual will respond is analogous to
how a carpenter chooses a tool to use for a specific job. That is, people selectively draw on the cultural
and subcultural tools that are available to them to make decisions about how they will think and act, as
well as to justify their interpretations and behavior. Depending on their location in multiple subcultures,
people carry different cultural tool kits, for example, language and traditions, that they can use in any
particular situation.
B. The White Supremacist Movement Exhibits a Set of Core Characteristics
The modern WSM in the United States is often described in terms of its four historical branches:
the Ku Klux Klans (KKK or the Klan), Christian Identity sects, neo-Nazis, and white power skinheads.
These branches have somewhat differing ideological emphases that reflect their roots in the historical
KKK and U.S. neo-Nazism, but all embrace and have defended violence as a tactic to achieve a society in
9
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which the white race is completely dominant. The KKK is the oldest, and historically the most
influential, branch of the WSM with origins that date to the multiple terroristic gangs formed after the
Civil War that inflicted violence on former slaves and their white allies in the post-Civil War South. The
Klan is not a singular organization; in every era of its existence, multiple Klan groups vied for power and
members. More recent Christian Identity (CI) sects trace their roots to nineteenth century British
Israelism. CI radically reinterprets the Bible to assert that whites are the true “children of Israel” and thus
God’s chosen people; that nonwhites are not fully human but were created outside the line of descent
from Adam and are hence “mud people”; and that Jews are the literal descendants of Satan. A third
branch, U.S. neo-Nazis, emerged from the American Nazi Party after World War II and emphasizes the
racial purity ideology of Adolf Hitler. White power skinheads, the fourth branch, emerged in the U.S.
during the 1980s as an outgrowth of British youth subcultures in the post-World War II era.12
There is considerable overlap and connections among the four branches of the WSM, so
distinctions among them are often blurred and individuals may have simultaneous affiliations with
different groups. Any single group may use symbols or rituals from across the different branches as, for
instance, a KKK chapter or a neo-Nazi group that exploits both Christian symbols favored by the KKK
and Nordic mythological symbols associated with Nazi beliefs. From the 1980s, there has been
increasing overlap among the four branches of the WSM with the rise of umbrella groups, such as the
Aryan Nations (AN) that sought to unify Klan members, white power skinheads, and others around Nazi
ideologies, and intensely violent white supremacist paramilitary groups such as Atomwaffen.13 Periodic
efforts to unify the WSM through umbrella groups have rarely been successful for long, so the WSM is
coordinated primarily through a common culture that sustains a shared set of interpretations and norms of
behavior.
1. The WSM is Characterized by a Racist Ideology Based on White Supremacism, AntiSemitism and Hostility Toward Immigrants, Social Minorities, and Feminism
White supremacist14 culture shapes the ideological understandings of its members by circulating
white supremacist ideas in the form of statements, memes, pictures, songs, humor, chants, documents,
website links, historical references and other messaging modes through its communication venues and
networks. Spreading across the WSM are its core racist beliefs - such as denying that the Holocaust of
European Jews happened and asserting that individuals of African descent are culturally and/or
genetically inferior to whites. WSM culture also provides a platform to spread and amplify racist
commentaries on current issues such as crime or school integration and for discussion of strategies to
achieve the WSM goal of a future in which nonwhites and others designated as enemies of the white race
have been exterminated, expelled, separated from or fully subordinated to the white race.
WSM culture does not simply indoctrinate its participants with racist ideas and agendas. It builds
on - and intensifies - the boundaries that all cultures create between insiders and outsiders. It shapes a
sense of participants as cultural insiders who share a common knowledge and way of interpreting the
world. Consistent with how group cultures work more broadly, WSM culture provides insiders with clues
on how to interpret its messages and ways of speaking. Consistent with how group cultures work more
12
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broadly, these messages are only interpretable to insiders. The circulation and explanation of a multitude
of a constantly evolving set of referents - words, themes, memes, images, symbols, and codes - signal and
reinforce shared meanings among movement insiders.
Some referents that circulate through WSM culture are explicit, with a meaning that is clear to
both movement insiders and the wider public. Swastikas, for example, are commonly used to refer to
state-run genocide in Hitler’s Nazi Germany. Many referents are less explicit, to ensure that the shared
meanings of WSM culture are available to insiders but not understood in the same way by outsiders. An
example is the use of “14” to reference the “14 words” of David Lane, a member of a white supremacist
terrorist group, The Order, that was responsible for the 1984 murder of Denver talk show host Alan Berg
and a $3.6 million robbery of an armored car. Lane’s “14 Words” (“We must secure the existence of our
people and a future for White children”) have penetrated widely throughout the WSM culture, initially
through the circulation of Lane’s writings and now by circulation through social media and other WSM
communication venues.
2. The WSM is Characterized by a Radical Division Between Insiders and Outsiders
Lacking a central command structure, the WSM is organized through a deliberately created
common culture that sustains a shared ideology of beliefs and goals grounded in an extreme
differentiation between in-groups (whites/white supremacists) and out-groups (nonwhites/enemies) and
an emphasis on violence. WSM culture is carried through multiple communication venues and networks
that have varied over time and across locales. In the modern WSM, these include a vast array of white
supremacist and related Internet websites and discussion forums, social media platforms, and podcasts, as
well as in-person connections at white supremacist events, groups, and gatherings.
The culture of the WSM is fundamentally racist, a term used in social science to mean the general
doctrine that one’s own race is superior and often accompanied by intergroup hatred and discrimination.
The specific racism of WSM culture is a mix of ideologies based on white superiority, nonwhite
inferiority, anti-black racism, hatred of Jews (anti-Semitism),15 animus toward immigrants and nonwhite
foreigners, and hostility to sexual/gender minorities and feminism.16
WSM culture is both consistent and dynamic. Its fundamental ideologies of racism and central
focus on violence have remained consistent over time. But particular aspects of WSM racist ideologies
continually evolve as those connected to the culture repeatedly influence each other’s ideas through
personal contacts and shared immersion in communication platforms. For example, anti-Semitism in the
sectors of the WSM has evolved over time from more general stereotypes of Jews as greedy to, with the
influence of Christian Identity, a sense of Jews as evil spawns of Satan.
3. The WSM is Highly Decentralized, Yet Coordinated
The WSM - now as in the past - is highly decentralized. The WSM is constituted by overlapping
networks, groups, and associated individuals without an overarching organization, authority, board of
directors or central command structure although some individual groups, such as KKKs or the National
Socialist Movement, have leadership hierarchies. But its overall decentralization does not imply a lack of
15
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coordination. Even as the WSM is not a unified organization governed by a single centralized authority,
certain individuals have particular influence within and across networks and groups. In this fashion, the
WSM has intentionally adopted an organizational style in which much of its leadership emerges across
individuals in different situations rather than, as in conventional organizations, being generally exercised
in a top-down fashion across a hierarchy of formal positions. The deliberate creation of a WSM
leadership structure that does not require official titles and in which different individuals emerge as
leaders depending on circumstances makes it challenging for law enforcement to identify those who are
directing violent actions by movement participants. But the movement’s lack of an overall centralized
command structure does not mean that the WSM is disorganized or incapable of having influence.
Decentralized movements that lack clear-cut command structures can have a powerful influence on
individual-level interpretation and behavior by exerting pressure through a common cultural framework.17
Indeed, studies of social networks show that decentralized networks can shape collective action by
nurturing a pool of believers oriented toward shared objectives and a common means of accomplishing
these objectives.18 The organizational structure of the WSM is decentralized, but the movement’s culture
is integrated with substantial agreement on core ideas and goals which allows the WSM to reinforce
norms of violence and more general codes of conduct among its participants.
4. The WSM is Characterized by a High Degree of Internal Conflict
Despite broad agreement in the WSM about ideas and goals, the movement has historically been
characterized by a high degree of internal friction and conflict. Internal conflicts within social
movements are common, but they are especially prominent in the WSM. WSM leaders are typically selfproclaimed, often prompting internal struggles over who can rightfully claim the mantle of leadership.
The decentralized organization of the WSM also provokes dissension among factions of the movement,
even those with similar goals and ideologies, who may disavow each other or engage in intense struggle,
and violence, against members of another group or network. Despite such cleavages, the common culture
of the WSM binds leaders and members together in an understanding that all sectors will fight together in
what white supremacists have long asserted is a coming race war, a vast near-apocalyptic clash between
whites and nonwhites. These internal conflicts thus operate like the adage about family conflicts, that
brothers may not see “eye to eye” but will still “fight side by side” when “push comes to shove.”19 In
contrast, the WSM is highly suspicious of outsiders, fueled by its history of episodes of covert
surveillance and infiltration by informants and undercover agents and of members who inform law
enforcement about movement activities.20
5. The WSM Utilizes New Communication Technologies
The WSM was among the first social movements to take full advantage of the possibilities of the
Internet as a communication and networking tool.21 New technologies of social media and Internet
platforms allowed white supremacists a level of anonymity that facilitated their ability to recruit and
communicate among members and interested individuals while evading detection.22 A new generation of
17
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some white supremacists and their groups have even used these communicative technologies to rebrand
white supremacism as an acceptable form of politics by creating radically different strategic messaging to
audiences of movement insiders, potential recruits, and the general public.
The use of computer technologies to create and sustain the WSM began as early as 1984 with the
development of two electronic bulletin boards: the Liberty Bell, created by former Hitler Youth member
George Dietz, and, shortly after, the Aryan Nations Liberty Net, led by decorated Vietnam War veteran
Louis Beam who eventually became even more well known for his essay promoting a looser structure for
the WSM and lone actor terrorism. The first message on the Aryan Nations Liberty Net underscores how
Louis Beam and others in the WSM envisioned computer technology aiding their cause:
“Finally, we are all going to be linked together at one point in time… Imagine, if you
will, all the great minds of the patriotic Christian movement linked together and joined
into one computer. Imagine any patriot in the country being able to call up and access
these minds… You are online with the Aryan Nations brain trust. It is here to serve the
folk.”23
Liberty Bell and Liberty Net were followed less than a year later by white supremacist leader Tom
Metzger’s White Aryan Resistance (WAR) announcement of the development of their “WAR Computer
Terminal” which ran on a Commodore-64. A decade after that, in 1995, Don Black’s Stormfront became
the first major white supremacist website and communication tool; by the late 1990’s, thousands of white
supremacist websites could be found across the World Wide Web. While the types of technology
available have certainly changed, the proclivity among white supremacists to use this technology to
enhance their effectiveness is nothing new.24
6. The WSM Utilizes Double-Speak
In addition to coded words and symbols, the WSM circulates and relies upon an insider mode of
communicating that we term “double-speak” - language intended to deceive and to convey multiple
meanings. Double-speak is a method of conveying white supremacist beliefs and intentions to those
within the WSM culture while sending an innocuous meaning to outsiders. It is a communication style
that relies on deception and often the use of euphemistic words designed to sidestep a more candid
mention of a harsh or distasteful reality. It relies on the audience’s ability to interpret the meaning of a
message in multiple ways, drawing on both their cognitive abilities and the understandings that are
specific to the culture and subcultures in which they are embedded.25
Double-speak is a strategy intended to simultaneously reveal and conceal meaning embedded in
words and to create plausible deniability for ideas or actions that would attract legal or social sanctions.
An example is the circulation of images that refer to pre-Christian Nordic religions, such as Thor’s
hammer, that are intended to signal an innocuous reference to ancient spiritual traditions to outsiders.
Cultural insiders, however, will recognize such images as associated with sectors of white supremacism
that adopt traditions of ancient Aryan spirituality.26 Another example is Pepe, an anthropomorphic green
frog meme. Within modern WSM culture, there is considerable evidence from messages exchanged on
23
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white supremacist communication forums that the image of Pepe is exploited repeatedly to signify the
ideas of racism and anti-Semitism; outside of white supremacism, Pepe lacks those connotations.

https://www.adl.org/education/references/hate-symbols/pepe-the-frog
The “Love Your Race” campaign initiated in the early 2000’s by the neo-Nazi group, the
National Alliance, is another example of double-speak. To its affiliates and members - as well as to
potential recruits and enemies - “Love Your Race” was meant to be understood as a call for whites to
stand up for their race against supposed threats by nonwhites. To outsiders, it was meant to signal simply
love of one’s race, a common WSM defense against charges of racism.27

The image of the vulnerable white woman frequently appeared on “Love Your Race” campaign
materials.28
The WSM strategy of double-speak goes beyond the use of expressions or symbols with multiple
meanings. It operates on a broader level to create deception about the ideological and strategic direction
of WSM groups and networks. An example is the recent WSM effort at rebranding that draws on its
culture of double-speak in which thinly-veiled messages are meant to be read differently by separate
audiences. Rebranding emerged in the current generation of white supremacists who built from the
historical branches of the U.S. WSM to create their own organizations and networks that infused the
ideologies of earlier white supremacism with new emphases. Although presenting themselves to
outsiders as a new political movement, in our opinion, they are simply a contemporary version of a longstanding history of white supremacism in this country. Thus, we assess their organizational names, such
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as Identity Evropa (IE, now known as the American Identity Movement) and Patriot Front, as an
organizational version of double-speak in which organizations are intentionally and strategically branded
to appear to outsiders as fundamentally different from traditional white supremacist organizations to
reduce stigma and appeal to mainstream populations. This strategy is evident in groups like IE that have
sought to recruit college students with images of members in business suits and in the National Socialist
Movement (NSM)’s decision to ban the public display of swastikas.29 Other white supremacist groups
have also adopted this strategy by using relatively innocuous labels such as “patriot,” “ethno-nationalist,”
and “alt-right” to blur the difference between white supremacism and mainstream conservative beliefs or
ethnic pride to outsiders.30 To insiders, these groups display more traditional white supremacism.
In our opinion, the WSM strategy of rebranding has been a cosmetic overhaul - a double-speak not an actual new approach to racial politics or a lessening in the extent of their racial extremism.
Rebranding attempted to conceal from outsiders the WSM’s continuing promotion - largely in cultural
arenas and events restricted to insiders - of the racial and religious hatred associated with earlier white
supremacist groups. It tried to hide these groups’ continuing association with persons, symbols, and
rituals of neo-Nazism and the KKK.31 And it helped to conceal the WSM’s advocacy of violence.
7. The WSM Focuses on Optics and Utilizes Front-Stage and Back-Stage Behavior
The WSM has historically emphasized the distinction between what behavior and messages
should be displayed in public and what should be displayed in private. The social theorist Erving
Goffman describes this as the distinction between “front-stage” and “back-stage” behavior: people
present themselves differently when they are seeking to make an impression on others than they do in
private.32
In our opinion, maintaining the separation between the front-stage and the back-stage is an
essential feature of how the WSM works. White supremacist groups and platforms consistently operate to
keep internal discussions and operations secret, restricted to back-stage places and to insiders and heavily
guarded from outsiders. At the same time, they cultivate particular images to project to the public by
monitoring the actions and messages that appear in front stage places that include outsiders. In recent
years, discussions within the WSM have described its strategy of projecting a nonviolent and mainstream
public image as “optics.” Robert Bowers, who contributed anti-Semitic posts on Gab, a social media
platform frequented by white supremacists, added a final post before he allegedly entered a Pittsburgh
synagogue to massacre 11 worshippers: “Screw your optics, I’m going in.”33
The WSM has implemented an optics strategy that pushes adherents to infiltrate mainstream
society by selectively limiting overt displays of their allegiance to white supremacism. This strategy is
parallel to the organizational rebranding strategy described above but, consistent with how group cultures
work, is promoted and adopted by individuals. Starting in the 1990s, white supremacists were taught to
live double lives: cover their racist tattoos, grow out their hair to avoid being identified as racist
“skinheads,” hide extremist insignia, and outwardly project an image of non-extremism, especially to
29
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evade detection by law enforcement.34 WSM leaders promoted this approach as a means for white
supremacists to secure positions of influence across a broad spectrum of society. In particular, the FBI
has watched white supremacists quietly maintain an active presence in police departments and other law
enforcement and military agencies. Infiltrating these institutions is strategic for the WSM because they
provide tactical and weapons training that is useful in the violent furtherance of white supremacy. Other
white supremacists nurture their hatred in seemingly benign, everyday settings such as family homes and
Bible study groups where they create “free spaces” through music concerts, parties, outdoor events, and
residential communities,35 and through the use of on-line and social media platforms in which they can
share and develop their ideas among like-minded persons.36 For instance, in 2004, the neo-Nazi music
label Panzerfaust (German Bazooka) attempted to distribute 100,000 CDs with hate-based music to
teenagers, an effort they dubbed “Project Schoolyard USA.”37
8. The WSM is Characterized by the Use of Violence
Violence has been a core feature of the WSM across its history, targeted at Jews, people of color,
LGBTQ persons, employees of the federal government, police officers, those suspected of being
informants or white “race traitors,”38 and members of vulnerable groups such as homeless persons.
Violence is also integral to the internal life of some sectors of the WSM in which group bonds are formed
in violent initiation rites and violent infighting among members. White supremacist culture is distinct
from many other cultures in the omnipresence of violence associated with its ideologies, rituals, and
messages.
The scale of violence enacted by white supremacists in the U.S. over the past century and a half is
enormous. The loose confederation of paramilitary organizations that constituted the first KKK executed
a vast terroristic guerilla war across the southern states between 1866 and the 1870s and was responsible
for thousands of targeted murders of political opponents.39 To note one example, in the months leading
up to the 1868 presidential election, the white supremacist groups of the KKK assassinated nearly 2,000
potential Republican voters in Kansas and Georgia and murdered 1,000 individuals associated with
Reconstruction efforts to enfranchise freed blacks in Louisiana.40 Later Klans of the 1950s and 1960s
fought against civil rights laws through vicious campaigns of bombing and assassinations, including
plotting the infamous murder of three civil rights workers in Philadelphia, Mississippi.41 The
contemporary WSM has continued this legacy of violence. Individuals tied to white supremacist groups
and networks have been responsible for acts of violence and terrorism that range from street assaults on
African Americans to coordinated violent actions on Vietnamese fishermen, Jewish and Muslim places of
worship, and acts of domestic terrorism including the 1995 bombing of the federal building in Oklahoma
City and mass shootings in Charleston, Pittsburgh, Poway, El Paso, and other locations. Each era of the
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WSM has looked different in terms of its groups, leaders, styles, and tactics, but each has utilized
violence to fight for a white supremacist society.
The WSM has combined violence with efforts to mainstream as overlapping strategies since the
early twentieth century. In the 1920s, for example, KKK groups adopted a mainstreaming strategy by
running candidates for electoral office in multiple states and cities and asserting that they were no more
than a club for white people; at the same time, they adopted violent strategies to terrorize and expel Jews,
Catholics, and African Americans from their communities and jobs.42 In the 1950s and 1960s, Klans and
White Citizen Councils in southern states sought to simultaneously project an image of themselves as
stalwart white citizens even as they organized violence against those who challenged white dominance
and racial segregation.43 A more recent example of this approach is the repeated efforts of David Duke, a
major figure in the Klan and neo-Nazi circles and a former Louisiana State Representative, to present
himself as a mainstream advocate of white rights despite his overt racist and anti-Semitic views. Duke
was allegedly involved in the plot by white supremacist and webmaster of the racist and anti-Semitic
Internet forum Stormfront Don Black to take over the Caribbean island of Dominica to establish a
beachhead for white supremacists.44
a. The WSM Promotes Three Key Ideas That Trigger Racial Violence
All branches of the modern WSM embrace and defend violence as a tactic to achieve various
types of movement goals, from settling internal movement disputes to furthering the agenda of white
supremacism. In WSM culture, violence is often framed as necessary self-defense to save white
womanhood, the white race, or the white nation or, in the case of CI, to save their particular, racist form
of Christianity. The WSM has a broad conception of who it regards as aggressors against whom they
need to practice self-defense, from what adherents to CI term “mud people” (nonwhites) and satanic Jews,
to a more general enemy category that includes all those poised to destroy the white race by failing to
support the white supremacist agenda of racial hatred and violence.
Core to the WSM’s culture of violence are a set of key ideas about both the superiority of the
white race and the inferiority of all those they deem as nonwhite, including Jews, who are considered
more powerful but still racially inferior to white people. Within the WSM, there is some variation in
whether white racial superiority is due to the dominance of white biological/genetic factors or the
preeminence of white culture compared to those of other racial groups. But there is a deep emphasis on
the rightful dominance of whites in society: whites are viewed as the appropriate rulers of societies
because of the superior characteristics of their race.45 Moreover, the WSM declares white rule as
imperative because rule by nonwhites will lead to social collapse, citing as evidence incidents from
distant and recent history, such as the purported chaos of Reconstruction-era politics in the post-Civil War
southern states when former slaves exerted political influence, or the supposed atrocities committed
against white farmers in southern African states after the shift to black majority rule. In contrast, the
WSM glorifies periods of strong white rule, such as Hitler’s command of Germany and its conquered
territories.
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Although the WSM holds that whites are inherently superior to nonwhites, it does not trust all
whites to act on behalf of their race. In particular, those that the WSM terms white “race traitors” - whites
who have fallen victim to anti-white “brainwashing” and support multicultural agendas that ultimately
lead to “white genocide” - need to be liberated from their mistaken ideas by offering the WSM’s special
insight into racial conditions. In some or even many cases, intellectual liberation is not possible and
white “race traitors” are warned that they will also be dealt with through the use of violence. The WSM
asserts that a “mass cleansing” may be necessary at some point, a scenario widely termed the “Day of the
Rope” after a passage in The Turner Diaries, one of the most cited works in the WSM, in which a large
number of white race traitors are murdered to establish a society in which the majority of whites adhere to
the movement’s beliefs and goals.
In our opinion, three key ideas in WSM culture function as triggers and, in their minds,
justifications, of violence: the white race is threatened; Jews, nonwhites, and others are the source of
these threats; and the danger to the white race is imminent.
i.

The White Race is Threatened

The WSM frames issues provocatively to command attention, describing the white population of
the nation or even the entire world as facing catastrophe. The nature of the purported catastrophic crises
varies, from economic or environmental collapse, spiking crime rates, control of the federal government
by nonwhites, the rise of multiculturalism, immigrant “invasion,” and the prospect of a minority-majority
population (“white race suicide”) to a collapse of conventional moral standards. But, in every case,
whites are said to face the very real possibility of a future in which the security and favorable positions of
their ancestors will be replaced by lives of desperation, fear, and powerlessness.
In the decentralized WSM culture of violence, publications, physical gatherings, private
communications, speeches, internet sites, white power music and literature, and social media postings
cumulatively build a pool of believers determined to act in accord with the ideology and tactics of white
supremacism. Portrayals of the white race as endangered are intended to stimulate a shared objective: a
sense of personal responsibility and efficacy to defend the white race from extinction.46
The Turner Diaries is an example of how threats to the white race are presented. The novel
depicts a future United States in which the price of gasoline spikes and leads to a collapse in the standard
of living and gangs of nonwhites invade the homes of white families to arrest the occupants and seize
their firearms. Camp of the Saints, a novel by the French author Jean Raspail that was translated into
English in 1975, is another popular work in the WSM with its apocalyptic description of a flood of
starving nonwhite monsters who invade the West to violently steal the property and rights of whites; this
novel also points to what it posits as the threat of higher birth rates among nonwhites, an early rendering
of what modern white supremacists decry as the “replacement” of the white population by nonwhites.47
Such provocative messages use the technique of “moral shock,” a particularly effective strategy for
presenting highly inflammatory information to evoke emotional reactions of outrage, anger, frustration,
and indignation and encourage action in response.48 Crises are depicted in racial terms, with whites as
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innocent victims on the brink of destruction at the hands of hostile nonwhites who foster and will benefit
from social chaos and destruction.
ii. Jews, Nonwhites, “Commies,” and Other Enemies Threaten the White Race
The WSM asserts that the current U.S. society is anti-white.49 As the WSM is highly
conspiratorial, there is a strong element of fantastical thinking in its description of the forces that are said
to be arrayed against the white race, which can include general references to an anti-white New World
Order and Jewish conspiracies to bring immigrants to the U.S. in numbers sufficient to overwhelm the
native-born white population. But the WSM also spends substantial effort in identifying what it regards
as the concrete embodiments of anti-white forces. From the WSM’s perspective, these forces are
identified in explicitly racial and hierarchical terms, drawing upon the underlying principle of the WSM
that the white race is superior to nonwhite races and, therefore, has the right to govern societies.
Nonwhites - both those who are recent immigrants from the countries of Central and South
America, Africa, and, to a lesser extent, Asia as well as long-time citizens - are identified as a major
threat, as they are said to be ushering in “white genocide.” Nonwhite immigrants are depicted as
destroying the communities of vulnerable white Americans through criminal actions (a claim often
accompanied by inaccurate statistics) and having high birth rates and rates of intermarriage with whites
that the WSM warns will ensure the demographic extinction of the white race.50
Jews are also commonly identified by the WSM as a major source of threat to the white race. The
WSM considers Jews both nonwhite and fundamentally anti-white. According to the WSM movement, a
small Jewish elite, supported by the Jewish population more broadly, is literally orchestrating plans for a
genocide of the white race which they are able to accomplish because of their supposed dominance of the
world’s leading economic, legal, cultural, and political positions as well the U.S. federal government.
The WSM regards Jews as part of an international cabal that seeks the annihilation of whites to secure
their power, and they view all Jews as likely to be part of this anti-white conspiracy. Thus, in its constant
effort to identify specific Jewish people and groups who are threatening the white race, the WSM labels
journalists and others who they regard as likely to be Jews as dangerous to the future of the white race.
Segments of the WSM promote the idea that a small cabal of Jews is working in concert with
international entities like the United Nations to usurp all forms of national sovereignty. In this scenario,
the WSM believes that the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s camps for the victims of natural
disasters will eventually be turned into concentration camps where whites will be housed to ensure the
eradication of the white race.51
So-called communists or “commies” - a very loose term in the WSM that generally includes
multiculturalists, leftists, Jews, and their allies in government and society - are also identified by the
WSM as a threat to the white race because of their efforts to increase social equality, including ending
racial disparities. Antifa, a left-oriented anarchist network that has reportedly been involved in
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confrontational clashes with WSM participants, is used as an example of communist activism on behalf of
anti-white agendas.52
iii. The Destruction of the White Race is Imminent
Not only does the WSM describe entire social groups - nonwhites, Jews, “commies,” others - as
threats to the white race, but it describes the threat posed by these groups in fear-inducing terms, as
imminent and urgent. In WSM messages such as “white genocide,” whites are described as being in
immediate mortal danger from their racial enemies. Another example is the frequent WSM messaging
about a “race war” - variously described as imminent or already underway in the United States - that pits
whites against nonwhites in a battle to the death of one group. The prediction of a race war is based on a
white supremacist belief that the “natural order” of society positions racial groups against each other in a
competition over scarce resources and power. The ultimate culmination of this racial competition is a
large-scale, full-blown war between whites and nonwhites, perhaps secretly directed by an elite cabal of
Jews to destroy the white race.
The idea of a “race war” is widespread in WSM culture and propaganda in the form of
ideological tracts, literature, and music. The Turner Diaries depicts an eventual race war and influenced
countless acts of violence including the Oklahoma City bombing and the crime spree of the underground
terror cell The Order. The idea of a race war was also popularized by Ben Klassen’s book RaHoWa: The
Planet is Our Ours. Klassen, a millionaire inventor who founded the white supremacist pseudo-religion
The Church of the Creator, advocated a specific version of the race war that he dubbed Racial Holy War
(RaHoWa). The idea of a race war also figures prominently in white supremacist culture through white
power music, with both band names and song lyrics referencing a future race war or suggesting that a
low-level race war is already underway. In either case, the WSM suggests, there is such strong animosity
and differing interests among unique racial groups that a full-scale race war is simply awaiting an
appropriate catalyst. Holding public confrontational rallies is understood within the WSM as providing
an opportunity to provoke (or “trigger”) their racial enemies in the hope of igniting a large-scale racial
conflict and the societal chaos that will spread across the U.S. to the advantage of white supremacists who
are positioned to seize control.53 This is a strategy that scholars now describe as “accelerating.”54 Public
rallies that evoke racial skirmishes, or chants that refer to the feared forcible “replacement” of the white
race, foreshadow the larger and inevitable race war that the WSM movement has been predicting and
provoking.55
These are only a few examples of the many imminent threats to whites that circulate in white
supremacist culture. Each of the purported threats, in varying degrees, evokes a sense of mortality that
can generate acts of violence in response to that feeling. The cumulative effect of describing urgent,
extreme threats to the existence of the white race and identifying nonwhites, Jews, communists and others
as culprits in the impending demise of the white race offers a rationale for how violent action on behalf of
white supremacist goals can seem to those immersed in WSM culture as defensive, reasonable, and
required. Messages of severe, imminent threat can erode the cognitive and emotional controls that
generally inhibit people from acts of violence so that violence appears to be a rational, responsible, and
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effective strategic action of self-protection against an anonymous mass of immediately threatening and
provocative racial antagonists.56 In the culture of the WSM, violence becomes an inevitable and even
desirable tool to retain white racial dominance and defend one’s race against racial competitors.
Moreover, the vague nature of the ideas that circulate throughout WSM culture has an additional
incendiary effect that provokes participants toward racial violence. Although there are clear messages
that the white race is threatened, the nature of the threat is purposively imprecise. For example, the
suggestion of a plot to replace whites, encapsulated in slogans such as “You Will Not Replace Us”
(YWNRU), which appeared in early 2017, for example, in a banner unfurled at a rally in North Carolina
in May 2017,57 builds anxieties that the position of whites is being eroded by migration, birth rates,
employment policies, civil rights, or other undefined plots against the white race. In addition, the
strikingly amorphous definition of the core antagonists of the white race - “Jews,” “communists,” “mud
people,” “leftists,” “race traitors,” and “Antifa” - means that individuals from these groups are not easily
identifiable. To be clear, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine whether a person is a Jew, a
communist, a “mud” person, a leftist, a race traitor, or a member of Antifa simply by looking at them.
Lumping people together in such figurative categories prevents knowing if any given person might be
part of the plot to destroy the white race. Even the idea that the destruction of the white race is imminent
is vaguely inexact. In our research, we have found adherents to white supremacism who believed that the
race war is currently underway, those who believed that it is just around the corner, and those who
believed that it is coming in some indefinite future time.
In our opinion, the messages communicated by WSM culture - that there is a threat to whites, that
specific groups are working to eradicate the white race, and that whites face imminent destruction - has
the effect of priming participants to commit racially-motivated violence as a means of what the
participants deem to be self-defense. These messages suggest that threats to whites are everywhere.
Anyone might be an enemy and anyone might be poised to attack immediately. In this respect, counterprotesters at white supremacist events - including those who are unarmed and nonviolent - can be easily
misunderstood by those eager to defend the white race as violent antagonists. Although erroneous, in our
view, it is not surprising that white supremacists can regard their attacks on any counter-protestor as a
justifiable self-defense.
b. The WSM Glorifies Violence
WSM culture also sets norms of behavior through the glorification of violence, which is part of a
general emphasis on the power of organized white supremacism to vanquish the enemies of the white race
and ensure white dominion.58 One way this happens is by the valorization of those who commit violence.
Individuals who have extensive histories of violence, especially racially-motivated violence, but also
other acts of violence, are not only regarded as members and participants across the WSM, but often are
seen as inspirational leaders. An example is David Lane, whose “14 Words” and his other racist
propaganda positioned him as a leader in the WSM even while he was serving a 190-year prison sentence.
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The valorization of violent individuals in WSM culture is evident also as those killed or
imprisoned for perpetrating acts of violence on behalf of white supremacism are heralded as “martyrs”
and “prisoners of war.”59 A recent example is Dylann Roof, who killed nine parishioners in an African
American church in 2015 Charleston, North Carolina, and is celebrated broadly across WSM culture by
use of the term “bowlcuts” and memes of his bowl-shaped haircut.
c. The WSM Normalizes Violence
The WSM explicitly and impliedly endorses and normalizes violence through 1) constant and
pervasive messaging; 2) repertoires of violence; and 3) ritualistic displays of white power.
i.

Constant and Pervasive Violent Messaging

The WSM culture makes frequent, and positive, references to episodes of the most vicious racist
violence. Often such violent references are quite explicit, as in direct descriptions or images of lynchings
of African Americans or particularly heinous racist hate crimes such as the 1998 murder of James Byrd,
an African American man, by white supremacists who chained and dragged him to his death behind a
pick-up truck. But they also include referents that are interpretable as signals of violence by those within
WSM culture, such as phrases like “race war” and “white genocide” and images of ovens to signal the
concentration camps of the WWII Holocaust of European Jews, nooses or burning crosses to refer to the
lynching of Blacks and other racial minorities in the nineteenth and early twentieth century U.S., and
flaming torches to reference white mob violence or European fascist marches.60
The WSM culture signals the acceptability of violence through the use of dehumanizing language
and images, such as describing immigrants as “vermin” and depicting nonwhites as apes. Dehumanizing
language is a consistent theme identified in white supremacist propaganda,61 as well as consistently
present and prominent in the escalation of conflicts that eventually result in mass atrocities such as those
in Rwanda and Central America and, earlier, in the European Holocaust.62 Desensitization to the
possibility of committing violence takes place in a variety of forms, including music, books, propaganda,
and paramilitary training. An example is “ZOG’s Nightmare,” a videogame created by the WSM
production company “Resistance Records,” the title of which refers to an anti-Jewish slur “Zionist
Occupation Government.” In this game, players assume a first-person shooter role with the objective of
killing nonwhites.63
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Violent talk in the WSM often takes the form of parallel messaging in front and back stages.
Messages intended for an internal audience indicate support of violence. Messages intended for outsiders,
however, may not signal support for violence in ways that are easily interpreted as such. Messages to
outsiders tend to present a highly cultivated image of the WSM that insists it is advocating white rights,
rather than racial supremacy, and supports only legal and nonviolent actions. The sharp division between
what the WSM allows to be expressed in front-stage and back-stage arenas can cause members and
affiliates to experience negative cognitive and emotional outcomes such as anxiety, depression, and anger
about hiding their core beliefs and feelings64 and, in order to cope, some “leak” their beliefs and feelings
partially or completely into the front stage.65
While the front-stage/back-stage separation allows different messages to be sent to insider and
outsider audiences, the tactic of double-speak involves sending a message that will be understood
differently by those well-versed in WSM culture and those who are not. Thus, members of the WSM
embed in outsider-directed messages subtle codes meant to reassure hardcore supporters that the WSM
has not actually renounced extremism and the use of violence. An example is the number “88,” a very
common reference in the WSM that means “Heil Hitler.” Those unfamiliar with the cultural symbols of
the WSM could conclude that this is a preferred number ostensibly connected to an athlete or some other
reference. Those within WSM culture will recognize the number as a code related to the Nazi Germany
slogan. Other examples include 18 for “Adolf Hitler” whose name begins with the 1st and 8th letter of
the alphabet; ZOG (Zionist Occupation Government), a referent to supposed Jewish conspiratorial control
of the U.S. federal government; and RAHOWA.
White power music provides a gateway into WSM culture, especially for younger people,66 and is
a conveyer of white supremacist ideas, including the role of violence in the movement. White power
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music concerts are a venue for white supremacist recruiting and violence, while white power music
encapsulates ideas of racial hatred and race-based violence in its lyrics. An example is “Victory Day,”
sung by Prussian Blue, the name of a duo of two teenage Nazi singers who took their name from the blue
residue left over by the use of the poison Zyklon B used to kill Jews and others in World War II-era
concentration camps. The girls were popular in white supremacist circles, likely because they appeared to
embody the perfect example of an innocent white womanhood that was threatened by the ascendancy of
anti-white forces. Prussian Blue’s lyrics include a response to the threat, in the form of an ode to the
coming race war:
Well sit down and listen, to what I have to say. There soon will come a great war, a
bloody but holy day. And after that purging, our people will be free, and sing up in the
bright skies, a sun for all to see.67

Twin sisters Lamb and Lynx Gaede of the now-defunct Prussian Blue music group.68
ii. Repertoires of Violence
A social movement’s culture is central to shaping what its participants regard as acceptable
repertoires of action. A “repertoire of action” is a sociological term that describes a social movement’s
pattern of behavior, including its strategies and tactics.69 Social movements that employ violence,
including those labeled as “terrorist” movements, develop repertoires of action that include internal
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understandings about how and when to use violence, and what types of violence are favored or
permissible. Acts of violence intended to further the agenda of white supremacy are a “repertoire of
action” generated by the WSM culture. Maintaining violence as an option is also a form of terrorism,
inflicting the fear of harm on target populations. In our opinion, the contemporary WSM culture
generates two repertoires of violent action: coordinated violence and WSM-supported violence by
individuals.
a) Coordinated Violence
The first repertoire is coordinated violence, such as attacks by KKK members on African
Americans in the mid-twentieth century or the armed robberies, bombings, and murders attributed to The
Order, a white supremacist underground terror cell active in the 1980s. Many acts of coordinated white
supremacist violence are undertaken without direction from a central command structure. Instead, such
violence emerges and is coordinated through a decentralized culture in which participants reward acts of
racist violence with additional access to or respect within networks or groups of white supremacists.
Cultural coordination of violence is often camouflaged, however, and mistakenly appears to be the
spontaneous acts of unconnected individuals, such as the brutal attacks by white power skinheads in the
1980s, 1990s, and 2000s.
b) WSM-Supported Violence by Individuals
A second violent repertoire is violence by individuals who are supported by WSM culture but
appear to have no connection to white supremacist groups and networks except through participation on
Internet sites or social media platforms with white supremacist content. This repertoire has been
promoted by the WSM over the past four decades to reduce the ability of law enforcement to infiltrate the
movement, a strategy codified as “leaderless resistance” by Louis Beam, a Klan member associated with
the Aryan Nations, who envisioned a model in which white supremacists operate as small or solo covert
cells without reporting to a central group or leader.
It is largely a myth, however, that the WSM actually operates without vertical connections (i.e.,
that it actually practices “leaderless resistance”) or that solo operators commit acts of racial violence
without provocation or direction from a larger white supremacist movement. Indeed, this idea is
advanced by white supremacists themselves to divert law enforcement attention from their involvement in
racial violence. But the reality is quite different. Timothy McVeigh, whose bombing of the Oklahoma
City federal building in 1995 left 168 Americans dead, was connected to networks of white supremacist
groups and took inspiration for the bombing from the white supremacist book, The Turner Diaries.70
James von Brunn, who killed a security guard at the U.S. Holocaust Museum in Washington, D.C. in
2009, acted alone but was inspired by reading Nazi ideology and produced his own anti-Semitic
propaganda. Robert Bowers, arrested as the 2018 Pittsburgh synagogue shooter, frequented Gab, a social
network discussion platform popular among neo-Nazis and other white supremacists.
Despite its decentralized nature, the WSM is sufficiently organized and networked to influence
individuals and small groups to act alone to advance the movement’s strategies and goals, including
violence.71 The individuals who act violently on behalf of white supremacist agendas are supported and
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prompted by a WSM culture of violence - the propaganda, internet and social media sites and groups that
teach racist ideologies and provide a platform for connections and discussions among committed and
unaffiliated white supremacists regarding the need for action. They are guided by the knowledge,
strategies, and even techniques of violence that they find in white supremacist messages and through
exchanges among like-minded people. White supremacist messages spread the idea that those who act on
behalf of the white race are not alone but are part of a larger racial project with a multitude of covert
sympathizers. An example is the WSM exhortation of “5 Words,” signaling the only words its affiliates
should ever say to the police: “I have nothing to say.” WSM culture provides a literal and figurative
library that allows individuals to draw inspiration and influence from previous white supremacist
campaigns, slogans, and terror attacks,72 as Timothy McVeigh modeled the Oklahoma City bombing after
a nearly identical scene described in the previously mentioned book The Turner Diaries or as
Atomwaffen modeled the organization of its terror cell after James Mason’s book Siege. Too, the
manifestos that violent white supremacists generated preceding their terror attacks in Christchurch, New
Zealand, and El Paso, Texas, refer to inspiration from previous attacks.
iii. Ritualistic Displays of White Power
The WSM has historically engaged in ritualistic displays of white power that serve to normalize
violence. These displays of power typically exhibit a set of characteristics that heighten collective anger
and fear, such as multiple physical skirmishes and verbal confrontations with bystanders or counterprotestors; loud, angry collective chanting that reference perceived enemies, especially in a dehumanizing
fashion; and displays of weapons. Such displays can exhibit complicated dynamics between white
supremacists and counter-protestors, including a pattern identified by scholars of political confrontations:
deliberately provoking counter-protestors in order to open the door for a major violent response that can
later be argued to have been a defensive measure,73 as in the clash at the 2016 neo-Nazi rally in
Sacramento, California. Such displays also are likely to involve emotionally-triggering images and
actions, including participants marching in stylized formations that evoke images of German Nazi parades
or use of burning crosses or fiery torches that reference both the Ku Klux Klan and European fascism.74
Fire is often central to these rituals. Fiery torches became emblematic of the first KKK groups
after the Civil War, simultaneously intended to announce the Klan’s strength and strike terror in African
Americans.75 This use of fire to signal power and to inflict fear has appeared in other white supremacist
and ethno-fascist movements, including the Nazis in WWII-era Germany who carried burning torches at
rallies and parades and the Klans throughout the twentieth century that used cross lightings to initiate
recruits, create solidarity among members, and terrorize Jews, African Americans, and other minorities.76
Like many cultural symbols, fire has multiple meanings in the WSM and other extremist
movements. It can represent purification and renewal, while also signaling intimidation and violence. It
can also signal a warning or a call to arms. It is our opinion that the WSM has historically relied on these
double meanings of fire, concealing its use of fire as a means of racial terror by claiming that its use is
simply meant to celebrate white heritage or as some type of beautiful aesthetic. WSM groups present fire
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as a cultural ritual that hearkens back to ancient northern European practices, while privately fire is
understood by those in WSM culture as a means of racial intimidation and violence, used to torture and
char the bodies of the victims of lynchings in the nineteenth and early twentieth century U.S. and to burn
churches and other places associated with African Americans or racial integration in the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries. U.S. white supremacism also evokes the Nazi use of fire in the mid-twentieth
century to burn the Jewish Torah and synagogues and eventually to incinerate the bodies of many of their
12 million murdered civilian victims in the Holocaust. Indeed, the term “holocaust” means sacrifice or
destruction by fire and also suggests purification of the Aryan race. Fire remains an important element of
WSM culture today.
9. The WSM Socializes Its Recruits to Utilize Racially-Motivated Violence
The WSM recruits and socializes its members and affiliates through pathways that are broadly
similar to how people become committed to other movements of violent extremism such as Islamicinspired terrorism. Becoming a violent white supremacist requires both “behavioral radicalization” becoming involved in a white supremacist group or network - and “cognitive radicalization” - adopting an
ideology of extreme racial hatred.77 Behavioral and cognitive radicalization are mutually reinforcing
pathways. And either can initiate the process of becoming a violent white supremacist. A person may
first become interested in racially extremist ideas (cognitive radicalization), and then seek out others with
those beliefs (behavioral radicalization). Or they may first start associating with persons who hold
racially extremist beliefs (behavioral radicalization), and then adopt those ideologies (cognitive
radicalization). Deepening involvement with extremists introduces recruits to new aspects of extremist
beliefs, while deepening knowledge of extremist ideology can increase a person’s desire to associate with
others who share those beliefs. This cycle shapes a recruit’s identity as an extremist as well as his or her
commitment to extremist goals.
Our assessment is that WSM culture is key to the pathways of recruitment and radicalization in
violent white supremacism. The beliefs of white supremacism are circulated through the cultural spaces,
including on-line discussions, social media posts, music, parties, community events, sporting events such
as MMA, and virtual gaming platforms that are orchestrated or have been penetrated by white
supremacists.78 White supremacists also use these forums to approach and befriend potential recruits,
introducing them to a community of people who may not initially seem to be racial extremists. WSM
culture’s emphasis on the distinction between insiders and outsiders also nurtures the development of an
individual’s identity as a white supremacist and commitment to the white supremacist cause as the person
learns and increasingly adopts white supremacist ideas and ways of behaving that are not widely shared
beyond the circle of committed insiders, such as participating in violence, marking one’s body with a
swastika, and immersing oneself in white supremacist social media and Internet sites.79
WSM culture provides connections that link individuals at various levels of participation in a
common purpose. It also provides ways for individuals to move from a movement outsider to a
movement insider. Those simply affiliated with the WSM find opportunities in its communication
platforms to learn insider white supremacist ideas and codes, which open the door to attending rallies or
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emotive collective rituals such as cross-burnings and participating in online white supremacist discussions
without officially joining any group.80 Members can take an official act of commitment to a specific
group, such as signing a membership card, attending initiations, or paying dues. Some individuals earn
the distinction of being regarded as members of the WSM by committing acts of violence. For example,
individuals can earn the right to display certain insignia of group belonging (such as shoelaces of certain
colors, tattoos, or patches) by assaulting a nonwhite person.81 Both affiliates and members identify with
the grievances and promote the agendas of the broader movement, but members assume an additional
formal role that may allow them to hold specific leadership or spokesperson positions.
10. The WSM Utilizes Strategies of Deniability
Our opinion is that WSM culture is organized to allow individuals and the movement itself to
deny culpability for the consequences of violence by sending different messages in front-stage and backstage areas. White supremacist messaging can switch quickly when there is a perception that outsiders
have entered into insider space. This is evident in both face-to-face spaces such as house parties and
virtual spaces such as Internet chat rooms and discussion forums in which the nature of communications
can change abruptly from back-stage messaging to front-stage messaging when a user is suspected of
infiltrating or surveilling the site.
Deniability also is created through double-speak, taking advantage of a general cultural practice
in which people are understood to be giving contradictory messages, such as making a statement with a
“wink and a nod” to signal that the message is not meant to be taken at face value. An example is the
1920s Ku Klux Klan’s use of 3-K names, such as Kwik Kustom Kleaners, to signal to insiders an
establishment owned by a Klansman while allowing the storekeeper to claim that the name was an
innocent alliteration rather than a reference to the Klan. More recently, lyrics in Nazi hate rock include
intentionally vague references to “stand one stand all” which allows the musicians and/or fan base to
express plausible deniability that the lyrics relate to white supremacism. In fact, those “in the know” are
very aware that the actual meaning is a reference to lyrics in a song by the white power skinhead band
Youngland in which Wade Michael Page, who perpetrated the 2012 shooting at an Oak Creek, Wisconsin
Sikh temple that left six dead, performed.82
Social science research on language has identified how the tactic of joking can be used as a form
of double-speak to deny culpability. This is a broad cultural practice, although more pronounced in
particular subcultures such as white supremacism, in which the claim that “I was only joking” becomes a
defense against possible challenge. Joking is employed with the intention of immunizing both the
message and the messenger from negative consequences. Outsiders are told to regard the message as a
joke. Insiders know that it is not. An example is a white supremacist image of violence against a
nonwhite person that is accompanied by a disclaimer that the content is intended as a joke and the reader
should avoid taking illegal or violent actions. For insiders to the WSM, the disclaimer is intended to be
understood as a parody. Immersion in WSM culture prepares them to know that the claim “I was only
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joking” is not actually true but meant to provide a defense against any challenges. Thus, the disclaimer
itself is part of the joke.83
A site entitled “Nigger Jokes KKK” on Whitesonly.net [site is now blocked] provides an example
of how a joke promotes violence while simultaneously seeming to disclaim it. A cartoon depicts a black
man running with a target superimposed on his body.84

After instructions on how to print the figure at the correct size to be a “nice gun target,” the site
provides two instructions: “This is the most realistic gun target for police use today, since most felons are
niggers,” and “we are strong against violence, and do not support violent or illegal behavior. This page is
for laughs only.”85 But even the message of nonviolence is then undercut by a declaration that
Whitesonly.net is “the proud sponsors of America’s Favorite Sport” accompanied by a sketch of a black
man dragged behind a pickup truck.86
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The reference to the pickup dragging a black man is strategic in that there is a not-so-subtle
underlying association to the actual murder of James Byrd Jr. by three white supremacists as described
above.
The WSM also uses a different variant of the tactic of joking, in which a message is meant to be
read as factual by outsiders but understood as a joke by insiders. Whitesonly.net provides another
example. A “Lynching Tribute” page features of dead black men hanging87:
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The lengthy page of lynched bodies ends with this statement:

Here, the joke is on the outsider who takes the declaration to avoid racist violence at face value.
Insiders will understand that this declaration is meant as sarcasm since the message is wholly inconsistent
with the celebration of racial violence on the rest of this site.
White supremacists intend these jokes to be obvious to those in the WSM and obscure to those
outside the movement. They assume that insiders have the contextual knowledge to know when a
message is meant to be ironic. The widespread understanding in WSM culture is that the movement
includes groups and members that support violence against enemies, and that the movement enables
insiders to recognize the varying levels of irony in messages about racial violence. The use of ironic and
sarcastic humor provides a built-in defense should outsiders object to the substance of the joke or suggest
the statement is an incitement to violence.
11. Summary of the WSM
In our opinion, the WSM in the United States exhibits a set of core characteristics:
●

A racist ideology based on white supremacism, anti-Semitism, and hostility toward
immigrants, sexual minorities, and feminism;

●

Radical division between insiders and outsiders, accompanied by intense suspicion of
outsiders;

●

A decentralized structure that is coordinated through a white supremacist culture in which
violence is central;

●

A high degree of internal conflict;

●

Technologies that enable a WSM culture;

●

A language of double-speak;

●

Strong separation of messages and actions that are allowed in the public “front-stage”
from those restricted to the private “back-stage”;

●

Use of multiple forms of violence;

●

Support for racial violence as necessary to defend the white race;

●

Insider language and codes, including frequent references to violence and genocide;
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●

Advanced preparation to defend against repercussions of violent acts through tactics of
deniability and joking.

C. Defendants’ Actions Evince an Involvement in, and Deep Familiarity with, the WSM
In our opinion, Defendants’ actions before (and at) UTR were directly consistent with the tactics
of the WSM. Defendants were immersed in white supremacist culture and goals, as founders, leaders,
spokespersons, members, and affiliates of white supremacist groups and networks; participants in white
supremacist events and actions; and advocates and practitioners of violence on behalf of white
supremacism. It is our opinion that their professed beliefs and the groups and networks with which they
were affiliated are precisely consistent with the broad and decentralized white supremacist movement
culture active in the U.S. today, a culture that has historical roots in the racial animus and anti-Semitism
of the nation’s earlier Ku Klux Klans and neo-Nazism. Each of the Defendants shares his/its own unique
pathway into this culture:
Jason Kessler is from Charlottesville, Virginia. Prior to planning and attending UTR, he voiced
anti-Semitic conspiracy theories, articulated his view that whites are under attack and subject to a threat
of “white genocide,” and expressed his resentment at the United States taking in immigrants and refugees.
Kessler founded Unity and Security for America, a white supremacist organization, which aims to
drastically limit immigration to the U.S. from non-European countries so as to stave off the impending
“white genocide” in America.88 In April 2017, Kessler pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor assault charge
after punching a man in the face while he was attempting to gain signatures for a petition to remove
Charlottesville’s African-American vice-mayor and councilman, Wes Bellamy.89 Kessler helped plan and
attended the May 13, 2017, Charlottesville rally at which he gave a speech in which he praised fascist and
racist organizations, thanked a prominent Holocaust denier, and declared the beginnings of a cultural
“civil war.”90
Christopher Cantwell is a prolific creator of white supremacist content. Cantwell began
publishing articles about his political views as early as 2013 on ChristopherCantwell.com. In 2015,
Cantwell appeared on The Daily Shoah, and said, “It’s the right thing to be concerned about the
immigration, because you see these fucking hordes of unwashed religious fanatics pouring across borders
with no resources just thinking that they’re going to collect welfare and fuck our women and fucking
breed us out of existence. That makes me want to bash people’s skulls open, I understand.”91 In January
of 2016, Cantwell described himself as a “pro-white anarcho-capitalist” on Red Ice Radio, a channel on
YouTube that has been repeatedly removed for promoting racist views.92 Cantwell hosts an Internet radio
show, “Radical Agenda,” known for featuring racially extreme content. In an episode of “Radical
Agenda” entitled “I Almost Committed a Hate Crime,” Cantwell stated: “I never wanted to jump over a
counter and attack a fucking hotel clerk because he fucking didn’t speak proper English. But what it is
88
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now is that I see it as a fucking threat. You know? I feel like my country is being fucking invaded. That
like I’m being outbred. That guy has probably fucking 12 kids at home.”93 On July 15, 2017, Cantwell
posted on his Minds account “America will never be free until the last kike is strangled with the entrails
of the last male democrat.”
Richard Spencer founded the white supremacist website “Alternative Right” and popularized the
phrase “Alt-Right.”94 In 2011, he took over leadership of the National Policy Institute (NPI), a white
supremacist “think tank” that, among other things, publishes pseudo-scientific “reports” touting the
genetic inferiority of African Americans, such as a 2015 article co-authored by Spencer called “Race 101”
which posited that Black people were genetically less intelligent and statistically more violent.95 For
years prior to UTR, Spencer has been an outspoken advocate for the establishment of a “white ethno-state
on the North American continent.”96 In a NPI column in 2014, Spencer wrote, “Immigration is a kind a
proxy war—and maybe a last stand—for White Americans, who are undergoing a painful recognition
that, unless dramatic action is taken, their grandchildren will live in a country that is alien and hostile.”97
Robert Warren “Azzmador” Ray first came to prominence on WSM social media in 2014 and
2015, including as a writer for the leading neo-Nazi website and blog, The Daily Stormer.98 In 2017, Ray
launched a podcast called “The Krypto Report,” further expanding his influence in the WSM.99 Ray used
his platform to organize and promote multiple in-person events prior to UTR, including protests, together
with members of Vanguard America, at the Sam Houston statute in downtown Houston and at the Texas
State Capitol in Austin in June 2017.100 Ray also coordinated and led in-person meetings of the “Stormer
Book Clubs,” which are on-the-ground gatherings of white supremacists that Andrew Anglin, founder and
editor of The Daily Stormer, has called an “IRL [In Real Life] Troll Army.”101
Nathan Damigo became fully radicalized after reading David Duke’s My Awakening while in
prison after being convicted of armed robbery for brandishing a loaded gun on a cab driver for “looking
Iraqi” and robbing him of $43.103 After Damigo was released from prison in 2014, he led the National
Youth Front, the youth wing of the American Freedom Party, a white supremacist group.104 In May 2016,
Damigo founded Identity Evropa, another white supremacist organization.105 Damigo attended several inperson events prior to UTR, including another Charlottesville event earlier in 2017 referred to as
102
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“Charlottesville 1.0” and a rally in Washington, D.C. on June 25, 2017.106 On April 15, 2017, at an event
now known as “The Battle of Berkeley,” Damigo punched a 95-pound 19-year-old woman in the face.107
Elliot Kline AKA Eli Mosley changed his surname to Mosley to honor Oswald Mosley, a British
fascist. Kline called himself the “Judenjager,” or Jew hunter and suggested the creation of a “Jewdetecting app.”109 Kline was a member of the Proud Boys until December 2016 and then joined Identity
Evropa. Kline wrote articles for The Daily Stormer, the largest hate site on the Internet in the United
States.110 Prior to UTR, Kline helped to organize and attended multiple in-person events, including a
white supremacist rally in Philadelphia, PA (March 25, 2017); a rally in Washington D.C. on April 7,
2017, at which Kline tackled and punched a counter-protestor; a rally at Auburn on April 18, 2017; and
Charlottesville 1.0 (May 13, 2017).
108

Identity Evropa (IE) promoted white European identity and the preservation of white culture
based on the concept of “identitarian politics.”111 IE’s goal was to achieve a white ethnostate. IE’s
slogan was “You will not replace us,” which was first used in February 2017 at an IE protest in New York
City.112
James Alex Fields, Jr., who drove his car into a crowd of protestors at UTR, killing one of them,
has been advocating for violence in the name of white supremacy since high school, including “violence
in the streets” and “violence towards the groups” of non-white individuals that he reviled.113 In the
months leading up to UTR, Fields continued to express anti-Semitic and racist comments and images. In
May 2017, Fields posted, “rid the world of [J]ews.”114 In July 2017, Fields posted “Hitler was right” and
“The Holocaust is a lie.”115 Over the five months prior to UTR, Fields tweeted or direct messaged thirty
images depicting Adolf Hitler; six images depicting Zyklon-B, the nerve gas the Nazis used in gas
chambers to commit mass murder; and numerous images of Nazi propaganda.116 Fields also referred to
African Americans as “nigger,” “gorilla,” and “retard.”117 In the months before UTR, Fields posted
memes on social media that advocated using a car to run over protestors in the streets.118
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Vanguard America (VA) was founded in 2016 with a mission to make the United States a whitesonly country. Its slogan, “Blood and Soil,” had roots in Nazi Germany.119 In 2017, the group became a
member of the Nationalist Front (NF) and participated in NF rallies.120
Matthew Heimbach founded the White Student Union at Towson University in 2012 where he
declared, “No longer will the homosexual, Muslim, and black supremacist groups be allowed to hijack
our campus. … Youth for Western Civilization is preparing to take our campus back, all we need is the
help of people like you to make it happen.”121 He later co-founded (with Matthew Parrott) the
Traditionalist Worker Party (TWP),122 which seeks to “establish an independent White ethno-state in
North America” by “fighting for the rights and self determination of Whites in America,” and “declar[ing]
war on international Jewry.”123 He also co-founded the Nationalist Front, a coalition to bring together
neo-Nazi, KKK, white power skinhead and other white supremacist groups, including TWP, NSM,
League of the South, and Vanguard America. The Nationalist Front seeks to “bring unity and solidarity
to the White Nationalist movement in North America” by destroying “diversity” and “leverag[ing] the
power of solidarity and scale to raise our voices and our fists against the organized Left and the globalist
Jewish oligarchs.”124
Matthew Parrott (AKA David Matthew Parrott) co-founded the Traditionalist Youth Network
(TYN) with Matthew Heimbach in 2013 to bring young people into white supremacy. Two years later,
the two co-founded TWP, described below, a political party influenced by the National Socialist Party in
Germany. Parrott, like Heimbach, viewed Adolf Hitler as inspirational and credit Hitler’s manifesto,
Mein Kampf, as influencing their political views.125 In addition to serving as the TWP’s Chief
Information Officer, Parrott was a co-founder of Lighthouse Literature, an Internet white supremacist
bookstore126, and founded the white supremacist Hoosier Nation group in Indiana.127 Parrott had written
for racist websites, including Counter Currents Publishing.
The Traditionalist Worker Party was founded in 2015 with the purpose of bringing white
working-class families into white supremacy.128 As described above, TWP was founded on principles of
national socialism and sought to “establish an independent White ethno-state in North America.” In 2017
the group became a member of the Nationalist Front.
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Michael Tubbs was one of the leaders of Defendant League of the South. Tubbs served as the
Vice Chairman of the Northeast Florida chapter and as Chief of Staff to the League’s leader Michael
Hill.129 In 1987, Tubbs, then a Green Beret, used automatic weapons to rob two African American
soldiers at Fort Bragg. Tubbs and a partner yelled, “This is for the KKK.” The investigation revealed five
stockpiles of weapons, tapes of Hitler’s speeches, and lists of targets including businesses owned by Jews
and Black people.130 In 2016, he posted on Facebook, “The anniversary of the OKC bombing reminded
me of an old newspaper article from 1996. ‘Before there was Timothy McVeigh there was Michael
Tubbs.’”131
Michael Hill founded and led the League of the South. He has made his white supremacist views
plain in a series of writings over the last two decades. In an essay in 2012, Hill wrote that white people
are endowed with a “God-ordained superiority.”132 He further wrote on an internal LoS Facebook group
that, “[T]he South has a ‘black’ problem. On December 8, 2015, he wrote on a LoS Facebook group,
“Never underestimate the perfidy of the organized Jew. He is crafty enough to manipulate both sides in a
conflict for his own advantage. From my experience and studies, I have come to the conclusion that his
main enemy is European man…”133
The League of the South (LoS) was founded in 1994 by Michael Hill and has engaged in
demonstrations, rallies, and paramilitary activity.134 According to the SPLC, “In recent years, it has
increasingly embraced violence, criticized perceived Jewish power and warned black people that they
would be defeated in a future race war.”135 As Jack Kershaw, a LoS board member stated in 1998,
“Somebody needs to say a good word for slavery. Where in the world are the Negroes better off today
than in America?”136 In 2017, LoS founded the Southern Defense Force to “hel[p] our State and local
magistrates across Dixie combat this growing leftist menace to our historic Christian civilization.”
Defendant Tubbs was identified as one of the group’s operation commanders.137
Jeff Schoep was the “Commander” of the National Socialist Movement (NSM) from 1994 to
2019.138 In 2016, Schoep oversaw the creation of the Aryan Nationalist Alliance (ANA), which later
became the Nationalist Front and brought together several white supremacist outfits including TWP, VA
and LoS.139 Under Schoep’s leadership, NSM members wore Nazi-era uniforms, including brown shirts
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and swastika armbands, as well as all-black military-style “battle dress uniforms.” As Commander of the
NSM, Schoep organized and led various events (including swastika and rune burnings), and the NSM
ascribed to an ideology and used symbols reminiscent of the Third Reich.
The National Socialist Movement (NSM) is a decades-old group with roots in the National
Socialist American Workers Freedom Movement and its predecessor, the American Nazi Party.140 The
NSM claims to have chapters throughout the United States.141 The NSM has held demonstrations, rallies,
leaflet campaigns, and other gatherings and activities (including swastika and rune burnings) to promote
its virulent anti-Semitic and racist ideology; to openly honor Adolf Hitler (including annual events to
celebrate Hitler’s birthday); and to recruit new members, particularly youth. Members have a history of
violence towards perceived enemies.142
The Nationalist Front (NF), formerly the Aryan Nationalist Alliance (ANA), is a now-defunct
white supremacist coalition of existing organizations, including NSM, VA, LoS, and TWP, as well as
groups associated with the Ku Klux Klan, which sought to create a white ethnostate that excludes Jews
and other minorities.143 The NF held demonstrations and rallies to spread its ideology.144 The group was
founded by Schoep and Heimbach in November 2016, as a rebranding of the ANA, to demonstrate unity
among several groups within the white supremacist movement; LoS later joined the coalition in
2017.145 The NSM was the primary organization in the coalition, with Schoep at its helm.146
D. Defendants Participated in and Praised the Use of WSM Tactics at Pre-UTR Events
The Unite the Right rally was not the first instance in which the Defendants exhibited and/or
praised the use of WSM tactics. Specifically, in the lead up to UTR, there were multiple events staged by
WSM groups and leaders, including many of the Defendants, which attracted extensive publicity to the
movement - often due to the violence that occurred at the events. Significantly, these events attracted and
brought together members of multiple WSM groups.
Several of the events leading up to UTR involved clashes and confrontations between the white
supremacists (including certain of the Defendants) and counter-protestors or bystanders. Indeed, the
WSM rhetoric about pre-UTR events included attention to violence at these events, some of which were
recast after the fact as “battles.” For example, a 2016 clash in California where multiple counterprotestors were stabbed was described by TWP-affiliated Traditionalist Youth Network as the “Battle of
Sacramento” and publicly celebrated after the fact by Parrott.147 And in the spring 2017, white
supremacist violence that occurred at an event in Berkeley, California, became commonly known
throughout the WSM, including by Defendants, as “the Battle of Berkeley,” noting that this was not only
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a pivotal event for white supremacists that indicated the need for violence against their “existential foes”;
it had now become the “new normal.” As Richard Spencer described it on April 16, 2017:
I think it’s a day to remember because it reveals to us this new normal that we’re living
in. This new world, a world of politicized violence and a world in which two vanguards
representing two sides of the political spectrum in the United States no longer saw each
other as debating partners or adversaries or so on but saw each other as two camps that
fundamentally disagree two camps that see one another as existential foes and so a kind
of war took place… politics is about the use of force … and when we see images like
Berkeley I do think we get an idea of where we are socially and culturally and just how
divided we are …”148
E. Defendants Exhibited the Characteristics of the WSM When Planning and Organizing UTR
In our opinion, Defendants, whose conduct evinced a familiarity with and immersion in the WSM
culture, reflected the core characteristics of the WSM in planning and organizing UTR.
1. Defendants Disseminated White Supremacist and Anti-Semitic Ideologies In Planning and
Organizing UTR
In planning and organizing UTR, Defendants uniformly portrayed an animus toward non-whites racial and religious minorities and immigrants - which they disseminated to their supporters as a
motivating principle for the event. Indeed, they openly promoted the event as an opportunity to fight nonwhites and their supporters. For example, Michael Hill tweeted “if you want to defend the South and
Western Civilization from the Jew and his dark-skinned allies, be at Charlottesville on 12 August.”149
Similarly, Matthew Parrott wrote regarding attendance at UTR that “We need to scare these people, and
the way to achieve that is with numbers, discipline; and determination. We must send a message to the
Jewish oligarchs and their hordes of minions that we will not go silently into the night as they desire - no,
we will fight them; we will defeat them, and we will secure our people’s destiny.”150 Samantha Froelich,
Kline’s ex-girlfriend and former IE member, testified that Kline specifically told her that “he couldn’t
wait to crush Jews and couldn’t wait to stomp Jews at Unite the Right.”151 On August 11, 2017, the day
of the torch march, Kline posted on Discord, “I hate Jews.”152
Ray’s posts on Discord similarly reflect a deeply-held anti-Semitic viewpoint and that this animus
toward Jews was a motivating principle for UTR. For example, On July 28, 2017, Ray posted on
Discord, “I just got done with an hours long chat with some of the event organizers and I feel better about
the thing. The plan is the same, gas the kikes, pr war now, plenty of trolling and lulz.” On August 8,
2017, Ray distributed a poster on Discord and on The Daily Stormer stating, “CHARLOTTESVILLE
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AUGUST 12TH: UNITE THE RIGHT—JOIN AZZMADOR AND THE DAILY STORMER TO END
JEWISH INFLUENCE IN AMERICA—DAILYSTORMER.COM.153
Similarly, less than a month before UTR, Fields commented on an Instagram post
“@_the_southern_pr1de Heil Hitler. We must secure the existence of our people, & a future for White
Children.”154
On August 10, 2017, the day before the Torch March and two days before UTR, Richard Spencer
tweeted the following meme of Charlottesville Vice Mayor Wes Bellamy, an African American man:
155
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2. Defendants Expressed A Radical Division Between Insiders and Outsider When Planning
and Organizing UTR
Throughout the planning and organization process of UTR, Defendants consistently emphasized a
violent disdain for the people they expected would be counter-protesting the event, whom the Defendants
referred to as a monolithic group variously and interchangeably as “Antifa,” “commies,” “race traitors,”
“enemies,” or “the Left.” One of the primary organizing documents for the event, produced by lead
organizer Kline, discussed this “us versus them” approach:
This rally, like the Battle of Berkley, will be a chance to show the left in one of their
central power hubs that they will no longer go unopposed like they are used to…. Both
the Alt Right and ‘Alt Light/New Right’ will be setting aside our differences and focus
on our areas of common ground against our mutual enemies who see no difference
between us. We will send the message that we will not be divided, we will not allow
them to erase history without a fight, and that they are on the out while the right wing
continues to grow.156
Likewise, the day before the Rally, Fields sent his mother a text message in response to her
warning to “Be careful” at the Rally saying “We’re not the one [sic] who need to be careful” and
attaching a photo of Adolf Hitler.157
Similarly, an article Spencer published on altright.com on August 5, 2017, one week before the
event, seemed to reaffirm his view that battle lines had been drawn between the white supremacists and
counter-protestors: “We’re ready for a fight if it comes to it. In fact, we welcome Antifa to start it. We
will defend ourselves and break that pathetic little trust fund anti-White faggot organization once and for
all.”158 Along similar lines, in a Facebook post he read on his podcast a week before the event, Chris
Cantwell said the following: “I think chemical and biological weapons can do a great deal of good for
mankind releasing nerve gas or some kind of lethal virus into a leftwing protest could prepare the bodies
for physical removal without making a big scene for the cameras and destroying anything of value.”159
Unlike what one might expect for an event that was ostensibly designed to showcase a set of beliefs,
Defendants generated a sense that a confrontation with outsiders was the purpose of UTR. Indeed, the
title of the event - “Unite the Right” - seems plainly intended to convey a sense of unity and cohesion
amongst the white supremacists in opposition to those who planned to counter-protest the event.
3. Defendants Utilized New Communication Technologies to Plan UTR
As discussed, a major component of WSM culture in recent decades has involved utilizing
technology to generate and distribute propaganda, recruit new members, and sustain existing ones. These
goals are accomplished by exploiting technological features that facilitate virtual forms of social
interaction and communication, while creating some measure of anonymity from outsiders that reflects
156
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the WSM emphasis on the separation of “front-stage” from “back-stage” messages and interactions.
Consistent with the practices of contemporary WSM culture, we would anticipate that Defendants used
multiple types of digital technology and communication platforms to plan and publicize UTR, such as
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, 4chan, 8chan, twitch, Gab, Telegram, Discord, and cell phone
texting. However, we understand that Defendants have acknowledged that much of the planning for UTR
occurred on Discord.160 Consequently, our report focuses mainly on Defendants’ communications on
Discord, but we also include examples from several other digital platforms.
Discord hosted multiple discussion groups on white supremacist and related themes prior to
Defendants’ use of the platform in the planning of UTR, as its emphasis on privacy and anonymity was
consistent with the WSM’s secrecy goals.161 Indeed, long before Kessler announced his intention to
organize UTR in May 2017, multiple Defendants, including Damigo, Cantwell, Ray, Kline, Parrott, and
Heimbach, posted on the Discord platform under their respective handles.
Defendants used the Discord platform to plan many aspects of UTR, but it also appears plain that
they used the platform to propel a self-reinforcing white supremacist culture that later incited participants
to engage in violence at the event. UTR planning predominantly took place on the “Charlottesville 2.0”
server on which Kessler began to post in June 2017, although there were other Discord servers where
planning for UTR was discussed that were associated with Cantwell, Damigo, Heimbach and
Traditionalist Worker Party, Kline, Identity Evropa, Parrott, Ray, and Vanguard America, and a variety of
other servers including the Alt-Right, Thunderdome, Aquilonia, and Radical Agenda servers.162 The 61
Channels of Charlottesville 2.0 were organized in topics that ranged from event planning logistics (e.g.,
“carpool available” and “gear_and_attire), to issues of violence and law (e.g., “medic_team” and
“virginia_laws” and participating groups (e.g., “traditionalist_workers_party” and
“league_of_the_south”). Kessler had administrative and moderator privileges on the Charlottesville 2.0
server, which allowed him to promote and demote moderators who, in turn, had the ability to edit and
remove posts.163 We understand that Damigo, Heimbach, Kline, Parrott, and Ray also had roles as
administrators or moderators on either the Charlottesville 2.0 server or their own servers.164 The
Charlottesville 2.0 server was seemingly structured to reflect an ambition on the part of the organizers for
a large gathering of WSM groups from a wide geographical area. Specifically, many of the server’s
Channels were specifically devoted to various regions around the country, such as dc_va_md and
california_pacific_nw. Further, that there were Channels devoted to planning for medical and legal
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assistance is also consistent with the idea that the organizers expected violence at UTR. Other WSM
groups that were invited to UTR, such as the Stormer Book Clubs,165 had Discord servers.
Defendants appeared to have influenced participation at UTR by using certain features of Discord
that allowed them to determine who could participate in the channels in which planning for UTR was
taking place. Users of at least some UTR-related Discord Channels were interviewed or otherwise vetted,
as indicated in direct messages and posts by Ray: “when one of the other mods bans someone, they’re
banned”166 and “we’ve been doing a background check via several methods and then vetting in person.”167
Kline also posted about his power to remove users: “I banned him from the cville 2 server.”168
Defendant moderators also had the ability to influence what content was allowed to remain posted in any
given channel and exercised that option at times, as Kessler did in the Charlottesville 2.0 server on
August 8, 2017: “I want everyone to squash any beef with [name]… just leave her alone. The issue with
her and [Defendant] TWP in particular has gone on too long. If you see this issue pop up in Discord or
IRL delete the comments and tell people privately to knock it off, At this point it effects (sic) the internal
security of our event and needs to be squashed.”169 Defendants and their cohort had the ability to exclude
those who expressed highly violent and genocidal aspirations from participation on the UTR-related
servers on Discord, and thereby make it difficult for them to participate in planning UTR. But, as we
discuss later, they rarely did so.
Multiple Defendants presented themselves on Discord as leaders of planning UTR. In his
Discord posts, Kessler refers to himself as “the organizer” and explains that he is “getting up every day
and working on this like a 9-5.”170 When a user posted on the “mod-chat” Channel of Charlottesville 2.0
that “Jason is a public face to a lot of organization done by Eli [Kline] who is working full time for
Nathan [Damigo] and Richard [Spencer],” Kessler quickly reposted it under his handle.171 Kessler also
used Discord to announce who would be assigned to various UTR tasks. “PR Representatives (so far):
Derrick – TWP Elliott Kline – Identity Evropa Francisco – Vanguard America Phoenix – GA#1420 –
ATL-Right Silas Reynolds – Identity Dixie Crocket – League of the South Augustus Invictus –
Revolutionary Conservative Mike Enoch – TRS Network.”172
Posts on Discord further support the idea that Defendants utilized the platform to expand the
reach of their planning, by, for example, appointing a hierarchy of subleaders to handle logistics for the
event. As Heimbach described, “we try to keep folks in the official discord, I love the enthusiasm, and in
the next week or so, we will have our regional commanders having a regional one for each section of the
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country to promote cooperation.”173 Erica Alduino, a member of IE, posted that “state coordinators are
responsible for booking and setting up carpools. Lodging coordinator is generally responsible for finding
the lodging and directing individuals to who they need to talk to within their state if they need a
carpool,”174 and Ray posted on August 7, 2017, that “I’ve been in chats all evening getting everything
coordinated to get our guys ssupplied [sic], updates and secured with a ride to the event, and then another
logistics chat with the organizers.”175
In sum, much like earlier WSM leaders, Defendants appear to have fully embraced the new
technology Discord offered to enhance the scope and coordination of their messaging related to planning
UTR.
4. Defendants Utilized Double-Speak When Planning and Organizing UTR
It is unmistakable from Defendants communications that they were familiar with the concept of
double-speak and were well-versed in its use. They frequently used cultural themes, graphics, symbols,
and code words that are widely understood by those immersed in the white supremacist culture to convey
a meaning to insiders that differs from its surface meaning. A private message from Parrott captures the
essence of white supremacist double-speak: “I wish they would tone that down a tad. We still try to
discourage over-the-top nazi gestures...while churning out over-the-top nazi graphics.”176 Similarly, a
Discord Direct Message between Damigo and someone with the Discord handle “Karl North-TX”
indicated that one of Damigo’s passwords was “StoptheHate1488,” itself an example of double-speak: it
both signals genocide against Jews (“88” refers to “HH” or “Heil Hitler”) and supposed enemies of white
people (the “14 Words” slogan written by white supremacist and terrorist David Lane) yet claims to
advocate to others to “stop the hate.”177
Defendants also invoked the strategy of double-speak in ways that at the surface appear to
discourage racially-motivated violence but that was likely viewed by supporters as demonstrating violent
intentions (and purposefully so). For example, Damigo posted on Discord: “don’t go around using the
specific 14W [words]. It was written by a terrorist, not exactly what we want to use.”178 In our opinion,
Damigo’s message is an example of a common practice in white supremacism – referencing an incendiary
idea such as genocide or terrorism to signal approval of that idea or its importance while providing a
cover story against accusations that the message is promoting violence. Damigo reminds the reader that
David Lane penned the 14 words to signal the necessity of racially-motivated violence, underscoring their
importance, but notes that care should be taken not to use its “specific” words. Within a white
supremacist subculture, readers would typically have had experience with instructions such as avoiding
“specific” words and taking care about “what we want to use” as references to the need to manage the
optics – rather than as the WSM’s actual agenda.
Defendant Andrew Anglin, the founder and editor of the leading white supremacist website and
blog The Daily Stormer (at one point the largest white supremacist website on the Internet), for which
173
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Ray was also a writer, prepared a “Style Guide” to instruct Daily Stormer writers and editors on proper
syntax, language, and tone for their articles and blog posts. This Style Guide provides explicit instruction
in the use of double-speak:179
The tone of the site should be light.
Most people are not comfortable with material that comes across as vitriolic,
raging, nonironic hatred.
The unindoctrinated should not be able to tell if we are joking or not. There
should also be a conscious awareness of mocking stereotypes of hateful racists. I usually
think of this as self-deprecating humor - I am a racist making fun of stereotype of racists,
because I don’t take myself super-seriously.
This is obviously a ploy and I actually do want to gas kikes. But that’s neither
here nor there.
Serious articles are fine, and can be written and published with absolute
seriousness. However, articles which take a serious tone should not include racial slurs
or even rude language about other races.180
Like Parrott and Damigo, Anglin encouraged his followers and compatriots, such as Ray, to conceal their
true intentions through a “light” tone and “self-deprecating humor,” rather than admit to his true
intentions (“I actually do want to gas kikes”). Elsewhere, Anglin wrote:
While racial slurs are allowed/recommended, not every reference to non-white should []
be a slur and their use should be based on the tone of the article. Generally, when using
racial slurs, it should come across as half-joking - like a racist joke that everyone laughs
at because it’s true. This follows the generally light tone of the site. It should not come
across as genuine raging vitriol. That is a turnoff to the overwhelming majority of
people.181
Anglin also explained, “It’s illegal to promote violence on the Internet. At the same time, it’s
totally important to normalize the acceptance of violence as an eventuality/inevitability.” Thus,
Anglin advised that “whenever someone does something violent, it should be made light of,
laughed at.”182 In our opinion, readers would have understood that such use of humor was
intended to “normalize,” approve of, and encourage violence without explicitly promoting it.
Ray likewise invoked the concept of double-speak in his communications. For example, on a
May 1, 2017, episode of the podcast Salting the Earth, Ray explained that humor is “a great icebreaker
179
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for people who are amenable to our ideas” and “a lot more effective than just being super serious all the
time.”183 As Ray explained, the use of humor and a light tone - a form of double-speak - conveyed a
particular meaning to insiders in the WSM without revealing that meaning to outsiders: it “really keeps
our opponents off balance, because they can’t tell, they can never be certain, what things we’re absolutely
serious about, and what things we’re joking about.”184 In a Discord post, Ray similarly explained that his
approach was “[t]elling the truth in shocking and/or humorous ways.”185
Another example that is consistent with the white supremacist tactic of double-speak, in our
opinion, is Spencer’s proposed “peaceful ethnic cleansing.” At various times, Spencer has claimed that
the creation of a white ethnostate was neither an example of white supremacy nor a proposal for genocide.
Yet, his own words in other contexts betray an opposite reality. For example, Spencer offered the
following during a podcast interview regarding modern day Turkey:
“That is our land. I would absolutely support a unified European effort to take back
EuroAsia. And whatever happens to the Turks I don’t give a shit. I don’t care about them.
They are ugly and appalling people with no culture...I despise those people...We should
just take it from them...I don’t give a flying fuck about national determination...we should
rip the entire EuroAsia from them. We should throw every Turk in the ocean...”186
In the above statement, Spencer clearly advocates both violence and the ideals of white
supremacy. Within this context, his previous statements advocating a “peaceful ethnic cleansing” become
hollow and clearly misleading. Without this broader context, however, it would be possible to regard
Spencer’s proposal for “peaceful ethnic cleansing” as sincere, despite that the term “peaceful ethnic
cleansing” is itself a fairly obvious example of internal inconsistency and can be viewed as oxymoronic.
As ethnic cleansing clearly refers to a type of genocidal violence that was practiced in the Yugoslavian
conflict in the mid-1990s, the idea that there is a peaceful type of genocide is hard to imagine.
In our opinion, the language Defendants used in their posts on Discord to plan UTR was precisely
consistent with the double-speak that is emblematic of the WSM. As is typical with the WSM, using that
language would have allowed them to motivate participants to engage in confrontation and violence at
UTR while claiming that they were not doing so. As an example, Ray posted on June 28, 2017, that “I
was thinking that for this event [UTR] we go for the Confederate theme but maybe have some good fashy
[fascist] shit embedded in it.”187 Properly construed, this statement plainly appears to offer a way for Ray
to claim that UTR was simply supporting Southern heritage while signaling to insiders its actual agenda.
Similarly, a post by Kessler on June 14, 2017, that was accompanied by a photo of Kyle Chapman aka
“Based Stickman,” who wielded a large stick and hit counter-protestors at Berkeley with it, reveals and
183
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simultaneously conceals the racialized hatred and violent ambitions of UTR with an attendee prepared to
engage in battle with the incongruous label that “[it] really isn’t about hate”188:

Similarly, in June 19, 2017, with UTR planning well under way, Cantwell posted: “If you kill a
Jew, the Jew in you dies with him I hear (This is a tasteless joke, relax kike).”189
These are just several examples of Defendants making wide use of the WSM strategy of doublespeak in their planning of UTR.
5. Defendants Engaged in Front-Stage and Back-Stage Behavior Typical of the WSM
In our opinion, the Defendants were adept at employing front-stage and back-stage behavior in a
manner consistent with WSM culture. Defendants seemed acutely attuned to the importance of “optics”
and seemed to attempt (with varying degrees of success) to communicate in such a manner that could
present a more mainstream image to outsiders while still fueling the extremism of the white supremacist
subculture on Discord.
The Defendants repeatedly emphasized the importance of appearing non-violent, including at
UTR. Damigo stated in Discord on July 31, 2017, “@everyone Charlottsville [sic] is coming up soon and
I will be laying out some ground rules as well as speaking to everyone priors to the event, but I would like
to make one important announcement today. No shields, weapons or armor should be worn by IE
members to the event. We must never appear publicly to be aggressors. The contrast between us and our
opponents should always be a night and day difference….”190 In advance of a prior rally in 2017, Parrott
188
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made explicit his view of the importance of optics for legal purposes, informing TWP members on
Discord, “Try to remind folks not to throw the first punch or be too aggressive. It’s important for lawfare
and optics that we going about our business and they instigate.”191 TWP members were advised not to
use a Nazi salute “in public” even though it was otherwise generally permissible within the party.192 It is
almost certainly for that reason that many of the messages that Defendants posted on Discord, and, in
other public or semi-public communications platforms during the planning of UTR, took the form of
innocuous front-stage communications. Such messages generally promoted a unified presentation of
ideology that concealed overt markers of neo-Nazism and white supremacism. In her deposition,
Samantha Froelich noted that “I would say it was like being wolves in sheep’s clothing.”193
In the beginning stages of planning UTR, Kessler exchanged a series of text messages with
Heimbach that demonstrated his awareness of the importance of “optics” at UTR. While it is plain that
Kessler knew and approved of the intended presence of neo-Nazi and Ku Klux Klan at UTR, his text
message show that he enlisted Heimbach’s help to ensure that neo-Nazis and Klansmen would not bring
robes or symbols or do salutes that would make their allegiances visible at UTR.
Kessler: Supposedly the KKK are trying to do a Charlottesville event in July. I think that will
hurt the overall pro-white message. can we convince them to come in plainclothes to the August
thing instead?194
Kessler: Derrick told me NSM and some other groups are probably going to attend. Can you help
me make sure everyone knows not to bring nazi or klan iconograpy to the rally? …. I don’t want
any swastikas or [Nazi] salutes at the event.195
In our opinion, Kessler’s request is an example of optics, which is fully consistent with broader patterns
of operation in the WSM. Moreover, Kessler’s request is consistent with the documented efforts of some
WSM groups to rebrand themselves in recent years as closer to the political mainstream to attract new
recruits while retaining their allegiance to the core beliefs and practices of white supremacism.
At the same time, consistent with the WSM’s front-stage/back-stage dynamic, we believe it likely
that Defendants relied on private, back-stage communications for many of their explicit discussions of
violence related to UTR since they had experience in the WSM and would have been aware of instances
in which communications that users thought were private were used to expose and prosecute WSM
activists.196 Even before Defendants began to plan UTR, they cautioned Discord users to keep their most
extreme ideas and feelings off the platform. For example, Parrott posted the advice that “anybody need to
convey any shady shit with me can message me on Telegram…”197 Several months later, he made the
following post on Discord: “try to keep the hardliner stuff off of the public chat.”198 When planning for
UTR was underway, Defendants appear to have encouraged various types of surreptitious communication
strategies to keep their messages private. A text exchange on June 5, 2017, from Kessler to Tim
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“Treadstone” Gionet (aka “Baked Alaska”) instructed that “a lot of our planning is happening in a secret
chat.”199 The Daily Stormer encouraged attendees to “bring burner phones” with security that erases
messages, “don’t make racially charged statements on your event accounts,” “[d]on’t look like a
paramilitary force,” and [i]f you are mixed up in heavy stuff get scarce fast.”200 As Ray stated, “I have a
little info that I’ve never discussed publicly for reasons that will be obvious.”201
The emphasis on separating front-stage and back-stage messages was also evident in Defendants’
stated concern that forums such as Discord were likely to attract law enforcement and anti-racist activist
surveillance and undercover access. Indeed, midway through planning for UTR, posts on Discord
suggested that the platform had been infiltrated: Vaughn#922 alerted users that “the jews have infiltrated
this discord.”202 Kline also posted on August 1, 2017, that “as of the middle of last month we have 100%
confirmation that that discord has been compromised by antifa.”203 And the day before UTR, Kline
posted that “this discord is 10000% comprimised [sic]. Everyone start using your decentralized networks
and things of that nature. Let your people know in their own discords. This is very important. We may
be giving out false info in the discord.”204
The Discord culture’s extremism was heightened by Defendants’ apparent efforts to encourage
that beliefs directly associated with terrorist violence and genocidal ideologies be confined to the
relatively hidden domain of Discord and other “back-stage” venues, while the “front-stage” of UTR
would display only less extreme and more polished expressions of belief. In this respect, Defendants like leaders in similar movements and organizations - were able to “have their cake and eat it too,” with a
strategy that allowed them to simultaneously try to avoid certain liabilities while generating an active
culture of hatred and violence.
6. Defendants’ Plans for UTR Mirrored WSM Tactics in Calling for Violence
Shortly after the May 13, 2017, Charlottesville rally, dubbed Charlottesville 1.0, Kessler
announced a plan for another white supremacist event: “Charlottesville could become the staging ground
for the world’s largest White Rights demonstration.”205 Kessler declared that UTR would be an
opportunity for a violent confrontation with the perceived enemies of the WSM:
“I think we need to have a Battle of Berkeley situation in Charlottesville. Bring in the
alt-right, Proud Boys, Stickman, Damigo, Spencer and fight this shit out. The Antifa are
totally disrespecting us and the media is playing the mayor’s fiddle....I think we need a
PUBLICIZED event this time. They bring everything they’ve got and we do too.”206
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A few days later, Kessler re-emphasized a plan for a violent confrontation at UTR: “this is going
to be a showdown with antifa.”207 Echoing the “battle” rhetoric that circulated in WSM culture to
describe earlier events in 2017, Kessler characterized UTR two months in advance as the “Battle of
Charlottesville.”208 Viewed in context, it appears to us that Kessler’s comments between May 21, 2017,
and June 6, 2017, framed UTR to help ensure that other organizers and attendees approached the event
with an aggressive mindset.
a. The Defendants Promoted the Key Ideas That Trigger Racial Violence in the WSM
Defendants used the WSM strategy of disseminating messages that trigger violence by evoking a
sense of imminent threat toward the white race and identifying those responsible for these threats as Jews,
blacks, immigrants, other minorities, and their supporters.
Our review of posts on the Charlottesville 2.0 and related servers on Discord indicate that
messages about the existence and survival of white people as being severely threatened by an array of
forces were quite prominent, as was the circulation of grievances about specific issues such as
immigration, feminism, and interracial romantic relationships. Such messages map onto the general
WSM cultural belief that enemy forces are manipulating and undermining “western culture” by, among
other things, initiating demographic changes that will ultimately mean the end of the white race. From
these messages, as well as multiple posts that identify purported enemies of the white race and efforts to
organize events to publicly target those enemies in order to combat racial threats, it is our opinion that the
Discord servers established to facilitate the organization of UTR, especially the Charlottesville 2.0 server,
also served as an arena for the extreme and violent messages of racism and anti-Semitism that we know to
be characteristic of the WSM culture.
These messages began before the planning for UTR was underway and continued during the
planning stage. For example, in March 2017, Damigo recruited participants for Charlottesville 1.0 by
describing the effort to remove a Confederate statue as part of a larger “attack on whites... it is an ethnic
cleansing.”209 Damigo’s message seemed to encapsulate the sense of an urgent catastrophic threat against
the white race that, as we earlier noted, is a common trigger invoked by the WSM to justify raciallymotivated violence. In the lead up to UTR, Heimbach likewise urged TWP members to “join us in
Charlottesville” to “send a message to the Jewish oligarchs and their hordes of minions that we will not to
silently into the night as they desire – no, we will fight them, we will defeat them, and we will secure our
people’s destiny.”210 On July 9, 2017, Hill wrote to LoS members about UTR, “Are you willing to fight
for your flesh and blood, for your sublime civilization? Or will you meekly and supinely submit to what
your enemies tell you is your inevitable – and deserved – descent into historical and biological oblivion? I
choose life, and to fight in the tradition of my honorable and courageous forebears.”211 Heimbach also
wrote: “Anything that represents White men and women resisting genocide must be destroyed in the eyes
207
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of the enemy, lest our generation and future generations be inspired by the sacrifices of these men and
continue their cause to fight for our people.”212 Tyrone, someone who appears to have communicated
with Defendants on Discord, posted that “This is a civilization of all conflict. It’s not American
Genocide, its White Genocide.”213
Likewise, Discord servers associated with Defendants also contained posts that explicitly infused
a sense of urgency into perceived threats to the dominance of the white race. These posts continued a
long WSM cultural history of positioning the fight against perceived enemies as immediately necessary.
The IE Server, in which only members of IE were permitted to post214, carried such messages, which we
believe would have most likely been interpreted as threats to the white race in the WSM culture of
Discord. As examples:
“We’re 100% in the end times”215
“@<Rsolobo/Rsolobo#9876> I thinks so too. Europe is almost lost”216
“pedophilia is rampant in upper echelons”217
“human sacrifices”218
“drinking child blood”219
Other Discord users and UTR attendees echoed Defendants’ sentiments. For example, a user who
went by the Discord handle “Munich” posted: “Hi goys, first big pre-planed [sic] even I’m going to be
part of, just wanted to say its going to be a pleasure fighting for the white race alongside all of you.”220
Another Discord user called “Johnny O’Malley” posted on August 11, 2017, “Everyone let’s get a good
night sleep and remember why we are here. To save the white race.”221 Similarly a Discord user called
“Gavius Corvus” declared that “We’re fighting for the very survival of our race. Everyone needs to ask
themselves what they’re willing to suffer for their people, because if the answer isn’t ‘anything’ you need
to reevaluate your conviction.”222
The meme below suggests that a true commitment to the WSM as expressed through physical
fitness also involves learning about aspects of history related to Nazi Germany and thinking of this past
history as a model for the future race war where the white race will “secure” its existence.223
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Within this Discord subculture, the familiar white supremacist claim that the white race is threatened
with extinction was reiterated, with the clear implication that UTR was an opportunity to fight that threat,
as exemplified in the meme below.
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This meme suggests that the Defendants viewed themselves as similarly situated to the Nazi regime and
Adolf Hitler in that, as they see it, their identity as whites was facing a broad threat. It appears that this
empathetic view towards the Nazi regime permitted the Defendants to view the Nazis’ violent tactics as
justified. Within the context of planning for UTR, the Defendants invoked this supposed shared
understanding of the Nazis not just to promote a single rally, but rather as an effort to help instigate and
fight a broader race war.224
b. Defendants Glorified Violence While Planning and Organizing UTR
The glorification and emulation of specific individuals who commit white supremacist-inspired
violence represents a longstanding cultural practice for the WSM. As part of this tradition, white
supremacists valorize these violent individuals as “martyrs for the cause” and “prisoners of war” (for
those who are incarcerated following their crimes).225 Heimbach explicitly referenced this cultural
practice in February of 2017, stating on Discord: “Amen, we must bring back the cult of the martyr for
our struggle.”226 In our opinion, valorizing violent white supremacists in that way is consistent with what
we have found more broadly in the WSM. Leaders of the WSM make it clear to adherents of the
movement that people who commit acts of racially-motivated violence in support of the movement will
be supported after the fact and celebrated as martyrs.
A number of Defendants expressly demonstrated their awareness of the cultural practice of
supporting those who commit violence in the name of white people and the importance of maintaining the
practice in relation to UTR. In a public plea to raise money for Cantwell after his arrest at UTR, entitled
“Chris Cantwell did Nothing Wrong,” Parrott wrote, “we all have a solemn duty to send a clear message
to future fighters that if the system comes after you, you will never be left behind your nationalist
comrades.”227 Indeed, Parrott testified about a system whereby white supremacists who are arrested –
including alleged mass murderers Robert Bowers and Patrick Crusius, the alleged El Paso shooter – are
systematically provided financial and other support through what he calls the “Global Minority
Initiative.”228
Two individuals in particular are well-known martyrs in the WSM that are often referred to as
sources of inspiration in the movement: Dylann Roof and Adolf Hitler. In the lead-up to UTR, rally
attendees invoked Dylann Roof, who killed nine African Americans in a church in Charleston, South
Carolina, in 2015, as a source of admiration and inspiration. The following Discord post, posted by
someone with the Discord handle “Ignis Faatus” four days before the UTR, provides an example of how
Roof is discussed within WSM culture:
“Alright guys I’m headed down to free Dylann roof and we are going to head to cville in a parade
formation”229
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Other posts on Discord referenced Roof’s bowl-shaped haircut in their statements bringing together his
violent actions with their plans for UTR. Three weeks before UTR, Discord user “Fevs#2413” wrote:
“I had a bowlcut last time and I’m showing up with a bowlcut this time
gotta take the whole city to church” 230

[white power symbol]

Another user wrote on Discord of “The bowlcut of St. Dylann Roof.” 231 One Discord member even
chose a handle to seemingly honor Roof: “Tactical BowlCut#441.” One of his Discord posts read,
“Bowling for Charlottesville.”232 Heimbach helped foster the cult of the martyr by expressing both
private and public support for Roof. Privately, he sent Roof a letter in prison, thanking him for his
“service to our people.”233 He then encouraged his followers on Discord to similarly support “our POWs”
like Dylan Roof by writing letters. Heimbach told others that Roof should get “a pardon.”234 These posts
are important examples, in our opinion, of how WSM culture encourages the emulation of violent white
supremacists, and, often does so in relatively innocuous ways such as references to a specific type of
haircut. To an outside observer, references to “bowlcuts” may seem innocuous. In fact, such references
signify support for mass murder and racially-motivated violence.
Consistent with the cultural practice of glorifying and supporting violence, Defendants made
clear that there would be legal support for anyone who ran into legal trouble at the rally, a promise they
delivered on after the event. After UTR, Heimbach and another TWP leader, Tony Hovater, visited the
jails of white supremacists who had been arrested for violence at UTR, people Heimbach deemed
“POWs” by virtue of the sole fact that they were white supremacists in jail.235 Indeed, Heimbach stated
he “travel[ed] the country for what seem[ed] like nonstop recently to visit with [my comrades arrested in
Charlottesville], attend court, meet the families, fundraise for the legal fund, et cetera.”236 Heimbach also
sent individual letters to people arrested for violence at Charlottesville and thanked them for “their service
to our people.”237
Admiration for Adolf Hitler was also prominent on Discord servers. Defendants explicitly
referenced Hitler or Nazism in posts in positive tones, as Heimbach did on the eve of UTR: “Hail Victory
comrade!”238 And servers linked directly to the Defendants included “Heil Hitler” and “Heil Hitler!”
posts.239 The Tradworker Server associated with the Traditionalist Worker Party contained the following
post of Hitler emulation, even worship that called for a monument to Hitler as a martyr and suggested
sainthood for him:
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I cannot wait until the day finally comes that we can have a towering monument to the
world honoring Hitler as the martyr of our people he was. A new pagan-Christian fusion
church needs to happen and we will have him as a saint, under Christ of course.240
Defendants also invoked Hitler by posting memes and images. As an example, Ray “created the
dankest of memes” for UTR, titling his meme “hitlercharlottesville” and posting it in three Discord
servers four days prior to UTR.241

Within WSM culture, Hitler and Nazi Germany provide an important historical reference by
offering a concrete example of what “Aryans” can achieve, especially in terms of military domination.
Thus, it is common for Hitler and Nazi Germany to be associated with contemporary events such as UTR
which, in turn, provides the event with the status that Nazi Germany symbolizes within the WSM.
c. The Defendants Used Constant and Pervasive Messaging of Violence
It appears to us that the Defendants posted messages on Discord and elsewhere that encouraged
racially-motivated violence at UTR in two ways. Most directly, certain of Defendants’ messages
240
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explicitly called for and glorified white supremacist violence and signaled their aspirations for a violent
confrontation at UTR. More indirectly, however, Defendants also seeded a violent white supremacist
subculture on Discord that spiraled into an outpouring of brutal messages of violence and genocide
through which anonymous users of the platform prompted each other to engage in violence at UTR.
Defendants circulated images and text that portray Jews and Blacks as enemies who needed to be
stopped through violence. Kline posted: “goodbye Jews... they deserve their fate... they are scum … they
deserve the rope.”242 During the planning for UTR, Ray declared that “I want to invest in race-specific
bioweapons and nigger killing robots.”243 Ray also called for “GLOBAL NIGGERDEATH NOW!”244 In
our opinion, such comments are consistent with a long history of WSM ideas regarding the importance of
using violence to overcome “racial enemies.” For his part, Heimbach posted that it was necessary to
“fight” Jews and inserted himself as a willing participant: “@<Kombat-Unit#484> I support any group
that is fighting the kikes and their minions.”245 Members of Defendants VA proposed chants, including:
“We don’t need no fucking song, to know that Hitler did nothing wrong!”246 TWP members called for
UTR attendees to “*FIRE UP THE OVEN TO 1488 DEGREES*”247 Ray posted the image below
entitled “Surrender Juden.”248

Ray also posted:249
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And a May 2017 post by Kline presented as lyrics to be sung, was a vicious elaboration of neoNazi aspirations for another Jewish genocide. An excerpt from that post reads:
“Oh, yeah Jews in the dirt, babe That ain’t no lie You’ve seen them all gassed you know,
oh I remember you told me That it made you believe in The Jew, must die Maybe that’s
why Every time I gas the jew They always seem to turn so blue We’ll preheat ovens
again But we’re not like them Baby, we’ll gas the heeb It will be real this time Guess
what It’s gonna be reee We’ve got no choice, babe But to get zyklon, and you know
There ain’t no time to waste So just, they’re too blind, to see But in the end, ya know
we’ll gas the heeb”250
In our opinion, that Kline chose to set these violent words to the tune of a song reflects a common
white supremacist practice of using music to recruit members and desensitize individuals to the nature of
the violence that is being advocated.
Further, these statements by Defendants to a group knowingly sympathetic to their white
supremacist ambitions exemplify the precise type of messaging historically relied on by the WSM to
stimulate excitement and align participants to a common set of ideas, tactics, and identities. Leaders of
these groups are generally aware that once initiated, such subcultures tend to be self-reinforcing and
intensify their members’ commitments to a specific way of thinking. For example, Klan leaders may
produce the cross-burning ritual and initiate racist and violent chants under the fiery cross, but other
participants reinforce the emotional energy and direction of the rally through their own actions and
interactions with others.251
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The large volume of specific statements on Discord and elsewhere that specifically encouraged
violence at UTR points to consistent patterns that similarly cut across the WSM’s history. One active
participant on the Charlottesville 2.0 Discover server, who posted under the handle “Tyrone,” illustrates
this point by drafting the statements below that seemed designed to encourage attendees to consider a
number of strategies to enact violence at the UTR:
Tyrone: “‘just carry a pocket full of rocks.’”252
Tyrone: “‘is it legal to run over protestors blocking roadways? I’m NOT just shitposting. I would
like clarification.”253
Tyrone: “a wrench with a wrist lanyard gets the same job accomplished.”254
Tyrone: “I’m bringing Mosin-Nagants w/ bayonets attached… it will shoot clean through a crowd
at least four deep. Not if they are the 145 lb variety.”255
Tyrone: “‘driving over protestors blocking roadways isn’t an offense. This is a crossover for this
channel and VA law.”256
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Tyrone: “Sure would be nice.”257

Of particular note are the last two posts and the image of the “protester digester” referencing the use of
vehicles to attack protestors. Part of how violence is generated within WSM culture is by circulating
ideas regarding the use of specific types of violence which, as we explained above, helps build violent
repertoires. Tyrone himself posted multiple times about using vehicles to run over protestors: “Is it legal
to run over protestors blocking roadways?”258 “I’m NOT just shitposting. I would like clarification. I
know it’s legal in NC and a few other states. I’m legitimately curious for the answer.”259 Tyrone’s posts
are consistent with other messages and memes within WSM culture and, even from other Defendants,
regarding car attacks prior to UTR. For example, Fields posted a meme in the same vein depicting a car
running into protestors just weeks before UTR.260 Likewise, an unknown Discord user with the handle
Tee CA#1233 posted on July 8, 2017, “What is i[t] called when you run over a protester?
#BlackLivesSplatter.”261 On July 17, 2017, Shane Duffy, a TWP member, posted the following picture
and saying: “This will be us.”262
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And on August 10, 2017, a Discord user with the handle “Mudkips#8107 posted: “you’re supposed to
run over them with yoru [sic] car.”263
d. Defendants Recruited UTR Participants That Were Willing to Utilize Violence
Our review of Discord makes it clear that the Defendants planned violent confrontations at UTR
by recruiting participants that were seemingly likely to be prepared and willing to engage in violence.
Specifically, Defendants’ messages seem targeted to individuals and groups that had been previously
involved in violent confrontations. Early in the planning process, Kessler posted on Discord that he had
successfully enlisted major WSM figures representing the different factions, which each had members
who had been involved in violent clashes: “so far I’ve spoken to Heimbach, Spencer, McInnes, Baked
Alaska, Enoch and Stickman. All of them are onboard for a Unite The Right event in Charlottesville.”264
Kessler and Kline worked together to involve Kyle “Based Stickman” Chapman, who we
understand earned his nickname at the Battle of Berkeley, as referenced above. After successfully
recruiting Chapman, Kessler and Kline reviewed and approved of a press release about UTR from
Chapman that called for violence at UTR by telling his followers that they had “to fight back or submit.”
It does not appear that either Kessler or Kline expressed any concern about Chapman’s explicit call for
violence and instead expressed concern that the press release “backs himself in the corner by pretending
some of our guys aren’t Nazis.”265
Heimbach also indicated his knowledge of the violent groups being invited to UTR. In a text
exchange between Heimbach and Andrew Anglin (leader of the Daily Stormer), the two discussed
Anglin’s potential promotion of Heimbach’s UTR materials. In that communication, Heimbach listed
multiple groups with violent histories as being involved with UTR, including TWP, NSM, VA, and LoS.
Heimbach has also testified that Ray had a reputation for violence.266
Another example of Defendants’ decision to invite violent individuals and groups to UTR was the
inclusion of the violent white supremacist fight club Rise Above Movement (RAM). Although RAM had
only formed in 2016, the group quickly developed a reputation for committing violence at several
political rallies. This reputation was informed, in part, by the group’s own promotion of its violence
particularly in choreographed propaganda training videos distributed via social media. Several RAM
263
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members, including leader and founder Rob Rundo, Mike Miselis, and Aaron Eason, were also members
of IE. They attended the Battle of Berkeley with Damigo and participated in MMA fight clubs with IE
member and now leader, Patrick Casey. Rundo, Ben Daley, and Miselis were all participants in the
Charlottesville 2.0 Discord server. RAM members seemed to understand that their invitation to UTR was
largely connected to their history of violence at public rallies. On Discord, Daley posted the following:
“Need room for at least 3 Goys from CA. For Friday and Saturday night. Solid sober respectful
experienced at these events all were in Berkeley riots. Plz let me know.”267 Daley’s post is both an
admission and a reminder that the RAM members planned to attend UTR and were prepared to commit
violence at the event. On Jun 30, 2017, Miselis posted to Discord that he was “Looking forward to the
day,” and specifically noted that he “Will be bringing another Berkeley/Huntington vet” – a reference to
two previously violent WSM events.268
Four RAM members ultimately attended UTR: Daley, Miselis, Cole White, and Thomas Guillen,
and each of them was involved in violent assaults at UTR. Video footage on Saturday, August 12, 2017,
depicts Daley and Miselis assaulting counter-protesters alongside Kline. Daley’s sentencing memo
indicates that he knew that, prior to the UTR, RAM members would be committing violence at the event
and was fully aware that attendees, including RAM members, were expected to commit violence at the
event.269
It is apparent that, early in the planning for UTR, Kessler recognized that the coalition he and his
fellow defendants were assembling for UTR contained violent and volatile persons and groups: “the altright is a dangerous movement. It feeds on the chaos energy of our unchecked racism bantz but in IRL
activism you have to be more like a civil rights movement for whites. Its difficult to say that you can
contain that manic energy and maintain the enthusiasm.”270 It is difficult to view the decision of Kessler
and the other defendants to include these violent individuals and groups in UTR as anything other than as
an endorsement for violence and, in our opinion, as consistent with the WSM’s history of organizing
events by including members with known violent histories.
e. The Violence Planned on Discord Played Out on August 11-12, 2017, By Both
Defendants and Other Discord Participants
As we discussed above, ritualistic displays of white power serve to normalize violence. Those
displays often follow a familiar progression: participants evolve from (1) expressing violent ideas and (2)
using intimidating but nonviolent symbols and behaviors to (3) committing overt acts of violence.
In our opinion, the planning stages of UTR involved the dissemination of (1) and (2) - violent
ideas and the use of intimidating symbols, primarily on Discord. The weekend of August 11 and 12
involved all three components - violent ideas, intimidating symbols and behaviors, and overt violence.
As described below, some of the violence was committed by Defendants themselves in precisely the
manner they indicated would happen. Some of the violence was committed by others connected to the
267
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Defendants in a manner that appears to have been influenced by the racially-violent subculture the
Defendants imported into Discord. In any event, however, the violence at UTR closely followed the
WSM playbook.
The torch march was the first example from the weekend of August 11 and 12 of violence that
incorporated the symbolism of white supremacy. It also was the logical outgrowth of much of what was
discussed over the summer of planning the event. The decision to have marchers hold fire torches during
the Friday evening march is consistent with a long WSM history of ritualistic displays of fire for the
purposes of intimidation and has various associations with the KKK, Nazi Germany, and the Holocaust.271
In this event, members of the procession began chanting in unison, “You will not replace us,” and “Jews
will not replace us” which refers to the idea of a genocidal plot by an international conspiracy of Jews to
eradicate the white race, sometimes referred to as “replacement theory.” Marchers also chanted “blood
and soil,” another phrase borrowed from Nazi Germany. Throughout the Friday night torch march (and
continuing into the Saturday event), aggressive statements were expressed that were in keeping with prior
WSM events and messaging, including the following by unnamed individuals who were yelling at
bystanders and counter-protesters: “blood and soil”272; fuck’n marxist scum motherfucker”; “throw some
hands”; “fuck’n leftist piece of shit”; “this is our town now”; and “Pinochet did nothing wrong.”273
Predictably, the racially symbolic and aggressive march, which was led by certain Defendants, culminated
in violence by the white supremacists against the relatively few counter-protestors in attendance.
Consistent with WSM culture, the counter-protestors were portrayed by the white supremacists as
“outsiders” that posed some sort of threat, which “justified” the violence toward them, according to the
white supremacists. In reality, the counter-protestors appeared to be simply peaceful protestors speaking
out against white supremacy.
Another example of racially-motivated violence from UTR that was expressly foreshadowed by
Defendants took place on Saturday. In a post to Discord a month before UTR, Ray claimed, “Myself &
some of the other Daily Stormer guys are gonna be out front with a big bully squad hogging all the
attention & gassing all the kikes.”274 This post, on its face, indicated plans to attend the UTR with a
“bully squad” as well as his intentions regarding “gassing all the kikes.” As planned, Ray in fact maced
counter-protestors at the torch march, a criminal act for which he was indicted. He is captured on video
the following day bragging about his actions in similarly antisemitic terms: “I personally literally gassed
half dozen kikes…” In the video, Ray then provides a physical demonstration by motioning with one of
his hands in a spraying-like fashion. In short, Ray, a leader in the WSM, publicized his plans on Discord
to commit anti-Semitic violence at UTR and then did just that.
In addition to planned violence committed by Defendants themselves, there were examples of
violence directly ordered by Defendants on August 11 and 12. For example, multiple sources of video
footage depict Heimbach marching alongside Tubbs and other Defendant groups, such as LoS, during the
Saturday event as their phalanx approached a group of apparently unarmed counter-protesters gathered in
the street. As Defendants came closer to the counter-protestors, Heimbach shouts “shields up” to the
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group. At his command, members of his group, TWP, and the other Defendant groups he’s marching
with, raised their shields and violently smashed into the group of counter-protesters.275
In addition to planned violence committed and ordered by Defendants, there was violence
committed by UTR attendees that, by its nature, appears to have stemmed from the encouragement of
specific violent acts discussed by Defendants on Discord. As discussed, a subculture, once nurtured by
leaders, can gain momentum that may require only minimal ongoing intervention from leaders to achieve
their objectives. When Defendants extended the white supremacist culture into the Charlottesville 2.0 and
associated servers on Discord, they likely knew that, with some encouragement, users would urge each
other toward the vision for UTR in the specific ways that the Defendants desired, including the use of
violence to achieve certain goals such as intimidation/terrorism, recruiting new members, sustaining
current members, displaying strength, and causing chaos in the larger community/society to accelerate the
conditions necessary to execute a full-blown race war (RaHoWa).
One example of violence that was encouraged on Discord by the Defendants and their
compatriots and committed by UTR attendees on August 11 and 12, in addition to car attacks, was the use
of flagpoles with which to beat counter-protesters, while doubling as supposed “free speech” implements.
As Kessler stated on June 7, 2017 on Discord: “We should bring picket signs that can be used as sticks to
bludgeon our enemies if they get violent.”276 Similarly, “Tyrone” commented, “I'm thinking of flying one
of these [flag poles] at the rally, mostly so I can have an axe handle or 2 on hand.”277
Many UTR attendees followed suit. After Michael Tubbs and Heimbach led the charge with
shields into counter-protesters, several UTR attendees began to use flag poles as weapons by gouging or
stabbing various counter-protesters with the bottom end.278 One particularly brutal use of a flagpole as a
weapon was committed by Vasillis Pisotolis, a friend of Heimbach’s and an affiliate of the white
supremacist terror network known as Atomwaffen Division (AWD). Videographic evidence of the
Saturday rally depicts Vasillis Pistolis, using a flag pole attached to a flag with Nazi symbolism to assault
what appears to be a defenseless counter-protestor laying on the street. Pistolis appears to have posted
395 times on Discord and exchanged direct messages with Kessler, Parrott, and Ray and, as we
understand it, would have had access to Kessler and Tyrone’s posts regarding using picket signs and flag
poles as weapons.
In our opinion, the ideas regarding violence expressed on Discord were consistent with the
expression of violent ideas over the course of the WSM’s history.
f.

The Defendants Ratified Their Use of WSM-Style Violence After the Rally

In the wake of the violence that occurred on August 11-12, 2017, Defendants uniformly and
vociferously celebrated and ratified that violence by declaring UTR to have been a victory for the WSM.
After the Friday night torch march, Kessler declared that “what we accomplished on Friday night shook
the rafters of the entire political establishment”279 and declared the torch march an “incredible moment for
275
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white people who’ve had it up to here & aren’t going to take it anymore…”280 In the days following
UTR, Kessler declared on Twitter that “Heather Heyer was a fat, disgusting Communist. Communists
have killed 94 million. Looks like it was payback time.”281 Fields appeared to show no remorse for his
actions. His telephone calls from jail seem to confirm that he believed that his actions on August 12,
2017, were justified. Fields told his mother that Heather Heyer’s death “doesn’t fucking matter” because
she was “the enemy.”282 After UTR, Kline spoke with his then-girlfriend telling her that UTR was a
“success overall” and that he was “a fucking war hero.”283 Kline also sent a direct message on Discord to
another IE member declaring UTR an “overall victory.”284 Other Defendants echoed these sentiments:


Damigo: “This was a huge victory for us.”285



Spencer: “It was a huge moral victory in terms of the show of force.”286



Parrott: “Aside from having a couple men unfairly held behind the wire, Charlottesville
was a tremendous victory.”287



Hill: “it’s been an eventful, what 11 days or so here since the rally there in
Charlottesville on the 12th of August. A lot has transpired and I couldn’t -- I couldn’t
be happier with the outcome of this for the League.”288



Ray: “This event was a huge victory for the Alt Right.”289



Schoep: “It was an Honor to stand with U all in C’Ville this weekend. NSM, NF, TWP,
LOS, VA, ECK, CHS, and the rest, true warriors!”290

Following the Defendants’ lead in their declarations of victory and success, other attendees of
UTR and users on Discord servers associated with the Defendants also seemed to celebrate the violence in
Charlottesville. For example:
“Today was a Beer Hall Putsch. Celebrate, for what comes next is glorious. @<WASPVA#318>”291
“1 dead antifa supporter 2 dead cops 35 ppl injured International coverage. This is a failure how?
Were you gathering folks in the park to register them to vote for your mass movement? Or are
280
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you building a radicalized political organization? Yesterday was a failure only by 1 standard of
measure, the systems standard.”292
“1 dead enemy, 35 injured & 2 dead cops is a win to any true revolutionary fuck your optics &
your pr & your autistic memorization of MK. I'm here to fight a fucking war, you are rapidly
stacking up as opposition.”293
7. Defendants Utilized Strategies of Deniability Common to the WSM
In our opinion, Defendants used the common WSM strategy of attempting to shield themselves
from the legal consequences of their planned violence at UTR by either framing their calls for violence as
necessary “self-defense” or by referring to their racist and violent posts as mere jokes.
In the lead up to UTR, Defendants and other Discord users strategized about how to instigate and
engage in violence while simultaneously claiming self-defense. For example, Kessler posted about the
well-known WSM tactic of triggering, which is done to provoke targets to attack. Kessler explained the
tactic as follows: “We triggered this Jew into attacking one of our guys and charged him with assault.”294
Kessler encouraged Charlottesville 1.0 attendees to “come back to Charlottesville and trigger these SURJ
[Showing Up for Racial Justice] assholes.”295 He also noted that “If Bellamy shows up we talk shit and
try to trigger a chimpout.”296
Kessler also advised UTR attendees on how to assault counter-protesters under the guise of selfdefense: “if you want a chance to crack some antifa skulls in self-defense don’t open carry. You will
scare the shit out of them and they’ll just stand off to the side...”297 Other Discord users also posted about
using the guise of self-defense to hide their violent intentions. For example, Tyrone posted, “What if we
are sociopathic and want them [Antifa] to show up, for….self defense purposes?”298 In our opinion, these
posts reflect a broader strategy by Defendants and others on Discord to find a way that attendees could
engage in violence while retaining plausible deniability about their intent.
Defendants also created posts and memes promoting racial violence that they then could claim
were merely off-color jokes, meant to be considered as ironic rather than as serious proposals. In our
opinion, joking is a form of double-speak.299 As we explained above, The Daily Stormer Style Guide
specifically instructs members of the WSM to use “self-deprecating humor – I am a racist making fun of
stereotypes of racists, because I don’t take myself super-seriously. This is obviously a ploy and I actually
do want to gas kike. But that’s neither here nor there.”300 Kline actively urged members of IE to adopt
this strategy.301 In an exchange in her deposition, Ms. Froelich explained the IE strategy of cloaking
ideologies in the form of jokes:
292
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It was a way to make it palatable for the people who already have an edgier, gallows
humor; but also it was a way that if someone were to call you out on it and say, ‘Hey,
that’s – that’s really disgusting ideology,’ you can say, ‘It’s just a joke. We don’t mean
it,” even though you did. [Q.ꞏ ꞏAnd so was it actually just a joke or was it for the purpose
of plausible deniability?] Plausible deniability. It’s a cover. It’s -- yeah, absolutely. [Q.
Did you discuss this concept of using humor intentionally for plausible deniability with
anybody within the Alt Right?] Yes.302
In our opinion, this strategy was deliberately weaponized to provoke violence or planted to create
a defense in advance of a provoked violent incident. As a user posted on Discord’s Charlottesville 2.0
server two weeks before UTR: “‘Umm, your honor, all that shit about doing violence and joking about it
being in ‘self-defense’ was also a joke.’”303 And at UTR, Ray explained, “it’s humor but we mean it”
after describing how he had “personally literally gassed half dozen kikes…”
8. Conclusion
In our opinion, the events in Charlottesville orchestrated and implemented by Defendants on
August 11 and 12, 2017, quite plainly followed the playbook of the WSM. Our exhaustive review of their
planning materials makes it apparent that the Defendants utilized WSM tactics, principally the reliance on
racial animus as a motivator, the intentional use of violence to achieve their goals, and a coordinated
strategy to obfuscate their aims through the use of “double-speak,” “front-stage/back-stage” behavior, and
a discrete and new-age communication platform.
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AFFIDAVIT OF OREN SEGAL

I, Oren Segal, being duly sworn, hereby depose and state the following under penalty of
perjury:
I.

l make this affidavit based on personal knowledge.

2.

I am the Director of the Anti-Defamation League's Center on Extremism ("the

COE"), which is recognized as a leading authority on extremism, terrorism, and hate of all forms
in the United States.
3.

In that capacity, I study extremist activities and trends to help law enforcement

identify extremists who have crossed the line from merely espousing hateful ideologies to
actually inciting violence, so as to prevent those extremists from harming others before it is too
late.
4.

Each year, the COE provides trainings to tens of thousands of federal, state, and

local law enforcement officials across a range of agencies, and our Advanced Training School on
domestic and international terror threats has trained more than I, I 00 law enforcement
executives.
5.

For over twenty years, I have developed a particular expertise in online hate and

incitement, and have worked extensively with the tech industry on their efforts to ensure that
social media platforms are not exploited to instigate violence and terrorism.
6.

As Director, I have personally trained numerous law enforcement and industry

officials, testified before Congress on combating hate, and offered my expertise at various
conferences including a White House Summit on Countering Violent Extremism.
7.

Given my background, in June 2019, attorneys from Kaplan Hecker & Fink LLP

approached me for my opinion on whether they should be concerned about a threatening online
post from an opposing party in this pending litigation.
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8.

Specifically, they informed me of a message dated June 18, 2019, posted by

Defendant Christopher Cantwell on_the online platform "Telegram."
9.

I reviewed the message, which referenced a news article about Plaintiffs' attorney

Roberta Kaplan, including her photograph, and further stated: "After this stupid kike whore loses
this fraudulent lawsuit we're going to have a lot of fucking fun with her."
10.

Based on my general study of hate-based threats, and my familiarity with

Cantwell's specific history of making such statements, I believe that Cantwell's post constitutes
a deliberately inflammatory threat of violence.
11.

In my opinion, inflammatory online postings such as this one have a significant

potential to lead to on-the-ground violence from individuals who read the posts.
12.

Mr. Cantwell's post reflects a pattern of behavior common among white

supremacists who are active online, whereby controversial figures (like Mr. Cantwell) call on
followers to target specific individuals or communities.
13.

In fact, Mr. Cantwell himself has previously engaged in online threats against

multiple journalists.
14.

In some cases, these threats have led his followers to join in on harassment

campaigns against the targets of Mr. Cantwell's ire.
15.

I have observed a direct connection between the type of online threat that Mr.

Cantwell made toward Ms. Kaplan and actual, real world consequences for the targeted
individuals and communities.
16.

In the last 25 years of right-wing terrorism, we have seen that roughly half of

violent incidents have been perpetrated by lone actors.
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17.

Messages like Mr. Cantwell's provide online reinforcement and offer specific

targets for individuals who may hold violent, hateful beliefs and are prepared to act upon them.
18.

These messages therefore contribute to a white supremacist online echo chamber

that enables and encourages violence from individuals, even those who are not necessarily
directly connected to Mr. Cantwell through any official organization.
19.

While it is not always possible to draw a one-to-one connection between a

particular act of violence and a specific online threat from an influential actor, such threats
certainly increase the risk that violence will occur.
20.

It is also significant that Mr. Cantwell made his post on Telegram, a particular

social media platform that tends to draw social media users that have been banned from other
more mainstream social media platforms based on their extremist views.
21.

Mr. Cantwell has been banned from various other platforms, including "Gab," a

platform that is notoriously reticent to regulate white supremacist hate and threats, even though it
has been used by confirmed right-wing terrorists.
22.

In addition to the threats he has made against Ms. Kaplan and others, Mr.

Cantwell hosts a podcast called "Radical Agenda," which features discussions between Mr.
Cantwell and other white supremacists where they call for violence against disfavored
individuals and communities.
23.

For instance, on a previous episode of Radical Agenda, fellow white supremacist

Andrew Auernheimer called for the murder of Jews, stating: "there is only one thing absent free
speech that we can do to express our dissent and that's to slaughter you like dogs, and you're
gonna have it coming and your children will deserve to die."
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24.

While Mr. Cantwell' s threat might not reach as large of an audience on Telegram

as on other platforms, his followers, which appear to number in the hundreds, are likely to be
precisely those individuals who are most dangerously committed to white supremacist ideology
and capable of violence.
25.

I believe that in the absence of accountability for Mr. Cantwell, Ms. Kaplan and

her colleagues will face an increased danger of violence as a result of Mr. Cantwell ' s threatening
posts.
Dated: July 2, 2019
New York, New York

Oren Segal

Sworn to before me this '2-""l day of __J
~

o_/__,....,,...t_ _ _ _, 2019
1

Notary public CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY
On the 7-r-J. day of - ~Jccl--"'.,"'-l'-1'
' ___ in the year

7

"2.-c:::,\'f

, before me, the

undersigned, personally appeared Mr. Oren Segal, personally known to me or proved to me on the
basis of satisfactory evidence to be the individual whose name is subscribed to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me that he executed the same in his individual capacity, and that
by his signature on the instrument, the individual executed the instrument.

~

----- 'A - ,zb--

Notary p~EN M. FREEMAN
NOTARY PUBLIC, State of New York

No. 02FR4841545
Qualified in Suffolk County

Commission Expires January 31,-_
i,v~
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF VIRGINIA
Charlottesville Division
ELIZABETH SINES et al.,
Plaintiffs,
v.
JASON KESSLER et al.,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. 3:17-cv-00072
MEMORANDUM OPINION & ORDER
By:

Joel C. Hoppe
United States Magistrate Judge

This matter is before the Court on Plaintiffs’ Motion to Enjoin Defendant Cantwell from
Making Unlawful Threats Against Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ Counsel. ECF No. 511 (“Pls.’ Mot. to
Enjoin”). Defendant Christopher Cantwell was still represented by counsel in this case when
Plaintiffs filed their motion, ECF No. 530, but he did not file a response in opposition within the
fourteen days allowed by the Scheduling Order, ECF No. 101. See Pls.’ Req. to Deem Mot.
Unopposed, ECF No. 549 (citing W.D. Va. Civ. R. 11(c)(1)). On September 23, 2019, the Court
gave Cantwell another seven days to respond to several pending motions, ECF No. 559, which
he did, ECF Nos. 560, 564. The Court held a hearing on October 18, at which counsel for
Plaintiffs and (now former) counsel for Cantwell appeared by telephone. Cantwell joined the
conference call about ninety minutes late, but he had an opportunity to address Plaintiffs’ motion
and other matters. See Tr. of Oct. 18, 2019 Status Conf. 60, 64–76, ECF No. 579. Both parties
also filed supplemental responses after Cantwell was arrested and detained on federal criminal
charges in January 2020. See Pls.’ Third Supp’l Resp. in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin, ECF No. 640;
Def. Cantwell’s Second Supp’l Resp. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin, ECF No. 664; Pls.’ Fourth
Supp’l Resp. in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin, ECF No. 725.
*
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“Plaintiffs ask the Court to order Cantwell not to make unlawful threats against Plaintiffs
and Plaintiffs’ counsel.” Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 17. They argue that this prophylactic measure is
necessary because Cantwell, who has a history of criminally violent behavior, threatened Roberta
Kaplan, Esq., one of Plaintiffs’ lead attorneys. Id. at 3, 9, 12–13. On June 17, 2019, Ms. Kaplan
and her work on this lawsuit were featured in an article published by the Jewish Telegraphic
Agency. Id. at 3 (citing Ron Kampeas, This Jewish Lawyer Wants to Break the Back of the
Violent White Nationalist Movement, Jewish Tel. Agency https://www.jta.org/2019/06/17/unitedstates/this-jewish-lawyer-wants-to-break-the-back-of-violent-white-nationalists). The article also
discussed Ms. Kaplan’s role as lead counsel on a case that overturned the federal ban on samesex marriage and included excerpts of remarks Ms. Kaplan had made at a Manhattan synagogue
where she spoke about her wife. Id. On June 18, Cantwell shared a link to the article on
Telegram.com, a social media website. Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin Ex. 1, ECF No. 511-2. Cantwell
posted the following message, which appears directly above Ms. Kaplan’s photograph, with the
link to the article:
After this stupid kike whore loses this fraudulent lawsuit, we’re going to have a
lot of fucking fun with her.
Id. As of July 2, 2019, Cantwell’s message had been seen 226 times and “OK’d” by four
Telegram.com users. Id. (“4”).
“This was certainly not the first offensive message Cantwell posted about Plaintiffs’
counsel.” Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 3 (citing Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin Ex. 2, ECF No. 511-3). This time,
however, Plaintiffs maintain that “Cantwell’s post went beyond menacing and offensive
language: it was a thinly-veiled threat to harm Ms. Kaplan . . . and to encourage others to harm
her” because of her role in this lawsuit. Id. at 3–4; see also Pls.’ Reply in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin
2–3, ECF No. 523; Pls.’ First Supp’l Resp. in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin 2, ECF No. 532; Pls.’
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Second Supp’l Resp. in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin 2–3, ECF No. 576. They believe Cantwell’s
rhetoric and “threatening behavior will escalate, as it has in the past, and jeopardize Plaintiffs’
and their counsel’s safety and Plaintiffs’ right to a fair trial.” Id. at 2; see, e.g., Pls.’ Mot. to
Enjoin Ex. 14, Commw.’s Mot. to Revoke or Modify Bond Conditions ¶¶ 8–17, Commonwealth
v. Cantwell, Nos. CR17-784, 17-845 (Albemarle Cty. Cir. Ct. July 6, 2018), ECF No. 511-15.
Thus, Plaintiffs seek an order directing Cantwell to “stop making unlawful threats against
Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ counsel,” Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 2, and to “refrain from making unlawful
threats against [them] and [their] counsel during the course of this litigation,” Pls.’ Mot. to
Enjoin Attach. 1 (proposed order), ECF No. 511-1.1 See also Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 2–3, 12, 14.
Cantwell is detained pending trial on charges that he sent “extortionate” or “threatening”
communications over the internet, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 875(b), (c). See Pls.’ Third Supp’l
Resp. in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin Ex. 1, Indictment, United States v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6
(D.N.H. Jan. 22, 2020), ECF No. 640-1; Pls.’ Fourth Supp’l Resp. in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin Ex.
3, Order of Detention Pending Trial, United States v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6 (D.N.H. Feb. 27,
2020), ECF No. 725-3. His trial was set to begin in early June 2020, but now has been continued
indefinitely and will not begin until the U.S. District Court for the District of New Hampshire
resumes holding grand jury proceedings and criminal jury trials. See Def.’s Mot. for Bail 2–3,
United States v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6 (D.N.H. May 22, 2020), ECF No. 28; Standing Order 20-

Plaintiffs do not seek sanctions against Cantwell for his past speech about this lawsuit. Compare
Reddick v. White, 456 F. App’x 191, 193–94 (4th Cir. 2011) (per curiam) (magistrate judge’s order
denying motion for sanctions against a non-party who allegedly threatened plaintiffs’ counsel, “issued
pursuant to a district court’s inherent authority and after the underlying litigation had ended[] was
‘dispositive’ and required de novo review”), with United States ex rel. Davis v. Prince, 753 F. Supp. 2d
561, 568 (E.D. Va. 2010) (magistrate judge “appropriately denied” defendants’ request for “a protective
order prohibiting the parties from making any extrajudicial statements” about the case), and Affeldt v.
Carr, 628 F. Supp. 1097, 1099, 1101 (S.D. Ohio 1985) (magistrate judge overseeing pretrial matters, 28
U.S.C. § 636(b)(1)(A), had authority to issue “gag order” directing new class counsel not to speak to or
associate with disqualified class counsel).
1
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19, United States v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6 (D.N.H. May 26, 2020), ECF No. 29. The jury trial in
this civil action will begin on October 26, 2020. Order of Nov. 27, 2019, ECF No. 598.
**
All speech “is presumptively protected under the First Amendment unless it falls within
‘certain well-defined and narrowly limited classes of speech,’” In re White, No. 2:07cv342, 2013
WL 5295652, at *38 (E.D. Va. Sept. 13, 2013) (quoting Chaplinsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S.
568, 571–72 (1942)). See United States v. Alvarez, 617 F.3d 1198, 1217 (9th Cir. 2010), aff’d,
576 U.S. 709 (2012). “[V]irulent ethnic and religious epithets,” United States v. Eichman, 496
U.S. 310, 318 (1990), “sophomoric and offensive” statements, IOTA XI Chapter of Sigma Chi
Fraternity v. George Mason Univ., 993 F.2d 386, 388 (4th Cir. 1993), and “‘vulgar repudiations .
. . [or] scurrilous caricatures’” are all “typically protected,” Draego v. City of Charlottesville, No.
3:16cv57, 2016 WL 6834025, at *10–11 (W.D. Va. Nov. 18, 2016) (Moon J.) (quoting Eichman,
496 U.S. at 318–19). Even speech “advocating violence is protected,” Planned Parenthood of
Columbia/Williamette, Inc. v. Am. Coal. of Life Activists, 290 F.3d 1058, 1072 (9th Cir. 2002) (en
banc), unless “the expression is judicially determined to be a ‘true threat’ or an incitement to
imminent lawlessness,” In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *37. See White v. United States, 670
F.3d 498, 508–10, 513–14 (4th Cir. 2012), abrogated on other grounds by Elonis v. United
States, 135 S. Ct. 2001, 2011–12 (2015))).
Plaintiffs ask the Court to curb Cantwell’s future out-of-court speech about, or “against,”
them and their attorneys while this case is pending. See Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 2–3, 13–19; Pls.’
Mot. to Enjoin Attach. 1. They assert that their proposed order would restrict Cantwell only
“from making unlawful threats,” Pls. Mot. to Enjoin Attach. 1, or “[s]tatements that amount to
‘true threats,’” which are not protected by the First Amendment, Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 18 (citing
Virginia v. Black, 538 U.S. 343, 359–60 (2003)). “‘True threats’ [are] . . . statements where the
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speaker means to communicate a serious expression of an intent to commit an act of unlawful
violence to a particular individual or group of individuals.” Black, 538 U.S. at 359. “Intimidation
in the constitutionally proscribeable sense of the word is a type of true threat, where a speaker
directs a threat to a person or group of persons with the intent of placing the victim in fear of
bodily harm or death,” id. at 360, “or with knowledge that the communication will be viewed as
a threat,” Elonis, 135 S. Ct. at 2012 (citing 18 U.S.C. § 875(c)). See also Feminist Majority
Found. v. Hurley, 911 F.3d 674, 682 n.3, 692 (4th Cir. 2018) (concluding that online messages
threatening to “kill,” “euthanize,” and “[g]rape”—slang for “gang rape”—members of a student
organization were “true threats” under the Fourth Circuit’s “reasonable person” standard); United
States v. White, 810 F.3d 212, 220 (4th Cir. 2016) (“Elonis does not affect our constitutional rule
that a ‘true threat’ is one that a reasonable recipient familiar with the context would interpret as a
serious expression of an intent to do harm.”). In determining whether a communication rises to
the level of a true threat, courts consider “whether ‘a reasonable recipient familiar with the
context’ would understand the statement to be ‘a “serious expression of an intent to do harm” to
the recipient.’” In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *43 (quoting White, 670 F.3d at 509 (emphasis
in original) (quoting Black, 538 U.S. at 359)). “[P]rotecting individuals from the fear of violence,
from the disruption that fear engenders, and from the possibility that the threatened violence will
occur’ are fundamental concerns about the security and safety of individual citizens that place
[true] ‘threats of violence . . . outside the First Amendment.’” White, 670 F.3d at 507 (quoting
R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 505 U.S. 377, 388 (1992)); see also Doe v. Rector & Visitors of George
Mason Univ., 132 F. Supp. 3d 712, 729 (E.D. Va. 2015) (citing White, 670 F.3d at 507). Here,
Plaintiffs assert that Cantwell’s online comment about Ms. Kaplan—that he and unidentified
others are “going to have a lot of fucking fun with her” after she “loses this fraudulent
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lawsuit”—was a “true threat” of violence against her. See Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 2, 18–19 & n.5;
Pls.’ Reply in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin 2–3. Thus, they seek a court order to put Cantwell “on
notice that such conduct is impermissible,” Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 17, and to “give Plaintiffs and
their counsel a necessary, additional layer of protection and peace of mind,” id. at 2, while they
litigate this closely-watched case. See id. at 3–4, 14–15, 16, 19; Pls.’ Reply in Supp. of Mot. to
Enjoin.
Cantwell’s statements are reprehensible, but Plaintiffs’ arguments are not persuasive.
Cantwell is already “on notice” that “engaging in conduct that the law prohibits,” including
making “unlawful threats” against another person, “is impermissible,” Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 17.
See Pls.’ Reply in Supp. of Mot. to Enjoin 2; Def. Cantwell’s Resp. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. to
Enjoin 1, ECF No. 560; Indictment, United States v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6 (D.N.H. Jan. 22,
2020); Order of Detention Pending Trial 3–9, United States v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6 (D.N.H.
Feb. 27, 2020). There is no reason for this Court to issue an order telling him the same thing—
particularly considering that Cantwell is incarcerated and likely will have extremely limited, if
any, opportunity to use social media during the next several months. See, e.g., Def. Cantwell’s
Second Supp’l Resp. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 1 (noting that federal law enforcement
officials “seized [his] electronic devices” on January 23, 2020, and that he is detained at the
Stafford County Correctional Facility in Dover, New Hampshire, where the “‘law library’
consists of little more than a word processor”); Order of Detention Pending Trial 6, United States
v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6 (D.N.H. Feb. 27, 2020) (concluding that Cantwell should be detained
pending trial notwithstanding his “willingness to submit to restrictions on his use of social media
and monitoring of his internet use and electronic device(s)” if released).
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Plaintiffs also point out that their proposed order would allow this Court to “regulate
Cantwell’s threatening conduct” occurring fully outside legal proceedings, which they believe
will continue or escalate absent a court order, by treating such conduct as criminal or civil
contempt. Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 17–18. This argument is more persuasive, particularly considering
Cantwell has acted “inconsistent[ly] with” at least one state-court order that he have “‘[n]o
contact direct or indirect with the victims’” of his assault on August 11, 2017, including by
“repeatedly refer[ring] to one victim by identifying characteristics on social media” and
mentioning another victim “by name on a radio broadcast.” Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin Ex. 14, at ¶¶ 15–
17. Even so, the Court concludes that Plaintiffs’ proposed order is not proper—at this point in the
litigation—unless Plaintiffs can show either that Cantwell’s Telegram.com post itself was a “true
threat” of violence, see In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *36–61, or that “the fear of violence”
attributed to Cantwell’s comment has disrupted Plaintiffs’ ability to prosecute this case, see id. at
*63–69, *71. This is because “[t]he preferred place” of free speech and expression “in our
constitutional scheme ‘gives these liberties a sanctity and a sanction not permitting dubious
intrusions.’” Id. at *38 (quoting Thomas v. Collins, 323 U.S. 516, 530 (1945)).
Having carefully reviewed the evidence before the Court, I am constrained to conclude
that Cantwell’s repugnant Telegram.com comment comes close to—but does not cross—the line
between protected speech and a true threat of physical violence. See In re White, 2013 WL
5295652, at *39–40. First, the comment did not expressly (or even explicitly) portend Cantwell’s
intent to kill or physically injure anyone. See United States v. Carmichael, 326 F. Supp. 2d 1267,
1281–82 (M.D. Ala. 2004) (finding no true threat where defendant’s prosecution-related “website
contain[ed] no references to killing, execution, or blood” and “photographs on the website [were]
not disfigured”). In his response opposing Plaintiffs’ motion, Cantwell explained that he “‘said . .
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. we’re going to have fun with her’” because he knew he should “not . . . say everything I want
about this asshole while I’m in the process of this legal proceeding,’” Def. Cantwell’s Supp’l
Resp. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 3 (quoting comments on radio show). He acknowledges
making religious and sexual epithets, but denies the statement was an explicit threat of violence.
See id. Still, Cantwell’s statement that he and others are “going to have a lot of fucking fun with”
Ms. Kaplan could be understood by a reasonable recipient as implicitly promising violent
retribution against her. Cf. Feminist Majority Found., 911 F.3d at 692 (“A reasonable person
would not be assuaged by the fact that a threat of violence included a popular culture reference”
in addition to express threats to “kill” and “euthanize” individuals); Hill v. Gaetz, No. 13cv202,
2013 WL 1196986, at *2 (S.D. Ill. Mar. 25, 2013) (prisoner’s allegation that defendantcorrectional officer told plaintiff “‘we’re going to have fun with you tomorrow,’” among other
allegations, stated a plausible excessive-force claim); Garcia v. Haws, No. 1:10cv273, 2011 WL
2197942, at *18 (E.D. Cal. June 6, 2011) (evidence that defendant told his victim that “he would
have fun with her,” among other things, could have persuaded a reasonable jury that defendant
“formed the intent to commit forcible sexual acts on the victim when he transported her” to
another town). The statement could also be taken as a threat to denigrate Ms. Kaplan more
vehemently on social media, which does not involve physical violence.
Second, Cantwell’s veiled threat was expressly predicated on Plaintiffs “los[ing] this . . .
lawsuit,” Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin Ex. 1, which shows that any action was conditional and not
imminent. Compare Watts v. United States, 394 U.S. 705, 707 (1969) (war protestor’s statement,
“If they ever make me carry a rifle the first man I want to get in my sights is L.B.J.,” was
protected speech in part because it was “expressly made conditional upon an event . . . [that he]
vowed would never occur”), with United States v. Lockhart, 382 F.3d 447, 449, 452 (4th Cir.
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2004) (defendant’s statement, “‘If George Bush refuses to see the truth and uphold the
Constitution I will personally put a bullet in his head,’” was a true threat in part because it did
“not indicate what events or circumstances would prevent the threat from being carried out”).
That factor is not dispositive, however, particularly considering Cantwell clearly wants Plaintiffs
to lose the case so he and his cohorts can have “fun” with their attorney “[a]fter” his side
prevails, Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin Ex. 1; see Def. Cantwell’s Resp. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 1,
4, ECF No. 560. Cf. United States v. Schneider, 910 F.2d 1569, 1570 (7th Cir. 1990) (“Most
threats are conditional; they are designed to accomplish something; the threatener hopes that they
will accomplish it, so that he won’t have to carry out the threats. They are threats nonetheless.”
(citation omitted) (second emphasis added)).
Third, there is no evidence that Cantwell “communicated any threats directly” to Ms.
Kaplan. In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *39. That fact does distinguish this case from all of
the cases Plaintiffs cited in their motion, see Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 15–16, and all other “cases of
which the Court [i]s aware on this topic,” In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *39 (quotation
marks omitted). See, e.g., Richardson v. Cabarrus Cty. Bd. of Educ., No. 97-2313, 1998 WL
371999, at *1–3 (4th Cir. June 9, 1998) (per curiam) (affirming district court’s order dismissing
case, and barring plaintiff from filing the same or related claims against defendant, where
plaintiff sent three threatening letters to a key defense witness and then “perjured himself
repeatedly and extensively” in denying he wrote the letters); Carroll v. Jacques Admiralty Law
Firm, 110 F.3d 290, 292, 294 (5th Cir. 1997) (affirming district court’s award of attorney’s fees
as a sanction after defendant, who was also a practicing attorney, repeatedly “threatened and
cursed at [plaintiff’s] counsel” during his deposition in part because defendant “knew better”
than to behave in such an “abusive, profane, and pugnacious” manner); Frumkin v. Mayo Clinic,
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965 F.2d 620, 626–27 (8th Cir. 1992) (affirming district court’s decision to issue a restraining
order directing plaintiff not to contact defendant as a sanction after the plaintiff, who was also an
attorney, repeatedly telephoned one defense witness and “threatened to kill [the witness] before
killing himself” and told another defense witnesses, “‘before I die, I’m going to take . . . you
with me’”); Cameron v. Lambert, No. 07cv9258, 2008 WL 4823596, at *4–5 (S.D.N.Y. Nov. 7,
2008) (dismissing plaintiff’s case with prejudice as a sanction after he “threatened defense
counsel with physical violence” and “used profanity” to “disparage[]” defense counsel during his
deposition); Kilborn v. Bakhir, No. 01cv1123, 2004 WL 2674491, at *4 (E.D. Va. Jan. 9, 2004)
(awarding sanctions to defendant where pro se plaintiff, who was also an attorney, personally
emailed defendant, his counsel, and a potential witness threatening to have them prosecuted or
deported for their conduct in the lawsuit, among other things), aff’d, 102 F. App’x 328 (4th Cir.
2004); cf. Def.’s Mot. for Bail 7, United States v. Cantwell, No. 1:20cr6 (D.N.H. May 22, 2020)
(noting the prosecution’s theory that Cantwell and the alleged victim “had a private back-andforth communication over social media app,” during which Cantwell allegedly told the man,
“‘So if you don’t want me to come and fuck your wife in front of your kids, then you should
make yourself scarce.’”).
Fourth, no evidence suggests either that Cantwell “had some control over” the roughly
200 Telegram.com users who had seen his post as of July 2, 2019, or that Cantwell’s past rhetoric
“had predictably been carried out” by his followers. White, 607 F.3d at 513; see In re White,
2013 WL 5295652, at *58. “The only information the Court can glean about [Cantwell’s] general
audience is derived from the content of [his] writings,” In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *58,
and his radio show and podcast, “Radical Agenda,” Supp’l Resp. in Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin
1, 3; Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin Ex. 5, Aff. of Oren Segal ¶¶ 22–23, ECF No. 511-6. Cantwell describes
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Radical Agenda as a “live, uncensored, open phones Nazi themed entertainment program” where
he “talk[s] shit about people who put themselves in the news.” Def. Cantwell’s Supp’l Resp. in
Opp’n to Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 1, 3. On one episode, a “fellow white supremacist . . . called for
murder of Jews, stating: ‘there is only one thing absent free speech that we can do to express our
dissent and that’s to slaughter you like dogs, and you’re gonna have it coming and your children
will deserve to die.’” Segal Aff. ¶ 23. Plaintiffs do not allege that Cantwell expressly endorsed
his guest’s vile message. According to Plaintiffs’ consultant on extremists, Telegram.com, the
platform where Cantwell posted his message about Ms. Kaplan “tends to draw social media
users” whose extremist views have gotten them “banded from other more mainstream social
media platforms.” Id. ¶ 20. Further, Cantwell’s following on that website “which appear[s] to
number in the hundreds,” likely includes “precisely those individuals who are most dangerously
committed to the white supremacist ideology and capable of violence.” Id. ¶ 24. “[T]his may be
an accurate characterization” of Cantwell’s fanbase, but “there is little before the Court to
support” a conclusion that Cantwell’s vulgar criticism of Ms. Kaplan “to such people necessarily
constitutes a threat of bodily harm” to her. In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *58. And, while
“neither direct communication nor personal or group involvement in the threat is an essential
component to finding a true threat, the lack of both,” White, 670 F.3d at 513, along with the fact
that Cantwell did not expressly threaten to kill or physically injure his putative target, compels
the conclusion that Cantwell’s Telegram.com post was not a “true threat,” see In re White, 2013
WL 5295652, at *60–61; Carmichael, 326 F. Supp. 2d at 1281–89. Cantwell’s “manner of
discourse . . . is certainly ‘a very crude offensive method of stating’ his opinions” about this
litigation and his adversaries. In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *57 (quoting White, 670 F.3d at
509). “[B]ut when such discourse does not include a ‘serious expression of intent to do harm,’
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from the perspective of a reasonable” person familiar with this lawsuit, “it is not ‘a true threat’
beyond the ambit of First Amendment protection.” Id. (quoting White, 670 F.3d at 509).
***
“[T]he Court does not minimize the real fear of harm and intimidation,” In re White, 2013
WL 5295652, at *63, that Cantwell’s inflammatory comment caused Ms. Kaplan and her cocounsel, see Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 2, 12. At this point, however, there is no indication that
Cantwell’s posting has had any measurable impact on the case. In re White, 2013 WL 5295652,
at *68; Pls.’ Mot. to Enjoin 13 (describing the potential impact on deposition and trial
testimony). Indeed, the Court commends Plaintiffs’ counsel’s willingness to work with Cantwell
to meet his remaining discovery obligations, see Tr. of Oct. 18, 2019 Status Conf. 68, even after
Cantwell posted a “troubling, distracting, and distressing” comment about their colleague, Pls.
Mot. to Enjoin 2. Plaintiffs’ counsel’s measured response is a testament to their professionalism
and respect for our judicial process. See Sines v. Kessler, No. 3:17cv72, 2020 WL 2736434, at *5
(W.D. Va. May 26, 2020). In commending counsel’s dedication to their clients, “the Court does
not mean to suggest” that it is penalizing their “resilience” by denying relief to which Plaintiffs
might otherwise be entitled. In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *67. Rather, the Court finds
Plaintiffs are not entitled to a protective order, at this time, because the available record shows
that Cantwell’s online comment about Ms. Kaplan was constitutionally protected and has not
interfered with this litigation. Compare In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *67, with Richardson,
1998 WL 371999, at *1–2 (district court dismissed case and barred refiling where plaintiff
committed perjury and defrauded the court in falsely denying he wrote intimidating letters to a
key defense witness), and Aaron v. Durrani, No. 1:13cv202, 2013 WL 12121516 (S.D. Ohio Oct.
1, 2013) (district court entered gag order after plaintiffs’ counsel used a “racially inflammatory
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and prejudicial” moniker to refer to one defendant and wrote letters to defense counsel
threatening to “‘continue the public pounding’” until “‘every judge in every case grant[ed] a gag
order’” forbidding him to “utilize the press to prosecute his cases”).
“In recognizing that constitutional protection extends even to such ‘vituperative, abusive,
and inexact’ speech” as Cantwell tends to post about this lawsuit, Watts, 294 U.S. at 708, the
Court emphasizes there is a line that, if crossed, “exposes the speaker to lawful sanctions without
regard to his otherwise robust First Amendment interest in expressing himself,” In re White,
2013 WL 5295652, at *57. Cantwell should know “that his conduct going forward [will] be of
significant interest and concern to the Court” Id. at *4. The Court requires that Cantwell conduct
himself with the same decorum, common courtesy, and professionalism expected from everyone
who comes before it, see In re Paige, 738 F. App’x 85, 85–86 (3d Cir. 2016) (emphasizing “the
importance [the court] place[s] on proper decorum and professionalism for all advocates who
appear before [it], whether they are pro se, or licensed attorneys”); Areizaga v. ADW Corp., No.
3:14cv2899, 2016 WL 3511788, at *8 (N.D. Tex. June 7, 2016) (citing Petito v. Brewster, 562
F.3d 761, 763 (5th Cir. 2009)); Lopez v. United States, 133 F. Supp. 2d 1231, 1232 (D.N.M.
2001), even when Cantwell is discussing this case and its participants outside the Court’s
presence. Plaintiffs’ counsel should promptly notify the Court if they are ever concerned that
Cantwell’s speech activities cross the line into unlawful threats of violence against them or their
clients, In re White, 2013 WL 5295652, at *63, or meaningfully impair their ability to prepare
and prosecute their case against him, see, e.g., Carroll, 110 F.3d at 294 (upholding monetary
sanction against defendant “for abusive, profane, and pugnacious behavior in his deposition” in
part because “[s]uch conduct . . . mocks the search for truth that is at the heart of the litigation
process”); Frumkin, 965 F.2d at 627 (explaining that a restraining order prohibiting plaintiff from
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contacting defendant’s agents, witnesses, and consultants “was well within the district court’s
discretion to craft an appropriate remedy” after plaintiff called two defense witnesses and
threatened to kill them).
For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiffs Motion to Enjoin Defendant Cantwell from Making
Unlawful Threats Against Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ Counsel, ECF No. 511, is hereby DENIED.
IT IS SO ORDERED.
ENTER: May 29, 2020

Joel C. Hoppe
U.S. Magistrate Judge
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,WZDVWKHPRVWUXWKOHVVGHSODWIRUPLQJHIIRUWVLQFH$XJXVWRI
<RXKHDUPHVD\LWDWWKHEHJLQQLQJRIHYHU\HSLVRGHRIWKH5DGLFDO$JHQGD
2XUHQHPLHVFDPHIRU\RXUULJKWWRVSHDNDORQJWLPHDJRDQGQRZWKH\
DUHFRPLQJIRU\RXUULJKWWRVHHDQGKHDU
6XUHO\\RX YHDOUHDG\KHDUGZKDWKDSSHQHGLQ,ZDVIUDPHGIRUD
FULPHWKHQVXHGIRUQRQVHQVH$OOWKHPDMRUVRFLDOQHWZRUNVDQGSD\PHQW
SURFHVVRUVVKXWGRZQ&KULVWRSKHU&DQWZHOOFRPDQGWKH5DGLFDO$JHQGD
(YHU\DWWHPSWZHPDGHWRUHHVWDEOLVKRXUVHOYHVZDVPHWZLWKLQFUHGLEOH
UHVLVWDQFH
%XW  ZLWK  WLPH  HIIRUW  DQG  D  VLJQLILFDQW  UHGXFWLRQ  RI  OLYLQJ  VWDQGDUGV  ,
PDQDJHGWRUHDFKDSRLQWZKHUHWKLQJVZHUHQHDUO\VXVWDLQDEOH
7KHQWKHUHZDVURXQGWZR
(DUOLHUWKLV\HDU,ZDVEDQQHGIURP*DEDVRFDOOHGIUHHVSHHFKSODWIRUP
IRUGDULQJWRVXJJHVWWKDWVXLFLGDOPDVVVKRRWHUVZRXOGEHEHWWHURIINLOOLQJ
JXLOW\SHRSOHWKDQUDQGRPQRQFRPEDWDQWVLQKRXVHVRIZRUVKLS
'D\VDIWHUWKDW,JRWNLFNHGRII\HWDQRWKHUPDLOLQJOLVWSURYLGHU
(YHQ2XWODZ&RQVHUYDWLYHZKLFK,FUHDWHGVSHFLILFDOO\LQDQHIIRUWWRFRPSO\
ZLWK  WKH  HYHU  H[SDQGLQJ  DQG  LOO  GHILQHG  KDWH  VSHHFK  SROLFLHV  RI  WKH
FHQVRULRXV-HZUXQSODWIRUPVJRWNLFNHGRIIL7XQHV6WLWFKHUDQG6SRWLI\
%XW,SHUVHYHUHG
:H  VHW  XS  RXU  RZQ  PDLO  V\VWHP  2XU  RZQ  FURZGIXQGLQJ  IRU  2XWODZ
&RQVHUYDWLYH:HJRWPRUHDFWLYHRQ7HOHJUDP
7KHQ5RXQG
3HRSOHZKRSUHWHQGWRFKDPSLRQWKHVDPHFDXVHVDVXVVHWRXWWRGHIDPH
PH7KH\FODLPHGIDOVHO\WKDW,ZDVGR[LQJFXVWRPHUVDQGJLYLQJFXVWRPHU
GDWDWRWKHJRYHUQPHQW7KH\VDLGP\&KDUORWWHVYLOOHERG\FDPHUDYLGHR
ZDVDWWKHFHQWHURIWKHLQGLFWPHQWVRIWKH5LVH$ERYH0RYHPHQWZKLFKLV
QRWRQO\IDOVHEXWHDVLO\GLVSURYHQ6RPHRWKHUVXEQLJJHU,4UHWDUGWULHGWR
VD\756ZDVLQRQDOORIWKLV$OOOLHVIURPVWDUWWRILQLVK
7KLV  ZDV  DQ  LQWHQWLRQDO  GLVKRQHVW  DQG  FRRUGLQDWHG  HIIRUW  DPRQJVW
RI
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VHHPLQJO\ GLVSDUDWH IDFWLRQV RIWKH :KLWH1DWLRQDOLVWPRYHPHQW PRVWRI
ZKRPKLGHEHKLQGDQRQ\PLW\WRGLVFUHGLWPH
7KH\  PDGH  IDNH  7HOHJUDP  7ZLWWHU  DQG  RWKHU  VRFLDO  PHGLD  SURILOHV
SUHWHQGLQJWREHPH7KH\VSDPPHGSHRSOHZLWKWKUHDWVDQGLQVXOWVXVLQJ
WKHVH  LPSHUVRQDWRU  DFFRXQWV  7KH\  GR[HG  P\  KRPH  DGGUHVV  DQG  SKRQH
QXPEHU  7KH\  RSHQO\  FRQVSLUHG  ZLWK  &KDUORWWHVYLOOH  FRPPXQLVWV  WR  EULQJ
ERJXVOHJDOSUREOHPVGRZQRQPHDJDLQ
7KHWLPLQJZDVQRFRLQFLGHQFH,PPHGLDWHO\DIWHUWKLVWKHQH[WURXQGRI
GHSODWIRUPLQJHQVXHG
$SSOH  WKUHDWHQHG  WR  UHPRYH  7HOHJUDP  IURP  WKH  $SS  6WRUH  LI  WKH\  GLGQ W
FHQVRURXUFKDQQHOVDQGJURXSV1RZ\RXFDQ WIROORZPHRQ7HOHJUDPIURP
DQL3KRQH6XUHO\WKH*RRJOH3OD\6WRUHZLOOVRRQIROORZVXLW
2QHRIWKH-HZVZKRLVVXLQJPHRYHU&KDUORWWHVYLOOHLV5REHUWD.DSODQ
6KH VDOVRRQHWKHNLNHVZKRFUDPPHGJD\PDUULDJHWKURXJKWKH6XSUHPH
&RXUW6KHIDOVHO\FODLPHGLQFRXUWWKDW,WKUHDWHQHGKHUDQGWULHGWRJHWWKH
FRXUWWRVLOHQFHPH,QVWHDGWKHFRXUWHQMRLQHGPHIURPPDNLQJXQODZIXO
WKUHDWVZKLFKLVWRVD\WKLVVWXSLG-HZHVVFXQWJRWDFRXUWWRWHOOPHWR
REH\WKH\ODZ&RQJUDWVDVVKROH
7KH\KDGEHWWHUOXFNXVLQJWKHILQDQFLDOV\VWHPDJDLQVWPH-HZVDOZD\V
GR7KHSD\PHQWSURYLGHUIRU2XWODZ&RQVHUYDWLYHFRPGRHVQRWDOORZXVWR
SURFHVV  GRQDWLRQV  VR  ZH  KDG  VHW  XS  D  VHSDUDWH  VLWH  ZLWK  D  VHSDUDWH
SD\PHQWSURFHVVRUDW7LS7KH+RVWFRP7KLVZDVZRUNLQJSUHWW\ZHOOXQWLO,
ZDVQRWLILHGE\WKHSD\PHQWSURFHVVRUWKDW,KDGYLRODWHGWKHLUDFFHSWDEOH
XVHSROLF\E\DFFHSWLQJGRQDWLRQVDQGZRXOGEHLPPHGLDWHO\WHUPLQDWHG
%XW,KDGFKHFNHGWKHLUDFFHSWDEOHXVHSROLF\EHIRUHVLJQLQJXSDQGVSRNH
WRDFXVWRPHUVHUYLFHUHSUHVHQWDWLYHDERXWH[DFWO\WKLV7KHUHZDVQRWKLQJ
DJDLQVWFUHGLWFDUGGRQDWLRQVLQWKHLU$83WKLVZDVDIODWRXWOLH
,KDYHDODZ\HUORRNLQJLQWRWKLVEXWIRUQRZ,FDQRQO\VHOOSURGXFWVDQG
VHUYLFHV1RGRQDWLRQVIRUPHRWKHUWKDQFU\SWRFXUUHQF\DQGSD\PHQWVE\
PDLO
7KHPDLOVHUYHUZHVHWXSDIWHUWKHHPDLOGHSODWIRUPLQJZKLFKDOVRKRVWHG
3HQQHG$QG3URQRXQFHGFRP  DQG  7LS7KH+RVWFRP  ZDV  VKXW  GRZQ  E\
&ROR&URVVLQJ7KHVFXPEDJVZRXOGQ WHYHQDOORZPHWRUHWULHYHP\GDWD
IURP  LW  7KHUH  LV  QR  KDWH  VSHHFK  EXOOVKLW  LQ  WKH  &ROR&URVVLQJ  WHUPV  RI
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VHUYLFH,QHYHUVHQWDVLQJOHXQVROLFLWHGHPDLO,ZDVLQFRPSOHWHDQGWRWDO
FRPSOLDQFHZLWKWKHLUWHUPVRIVHUYLFHEXWDOOWKHLU&,2ZRXOGWHOOPHRYHU
WKHSKRQHZDVWKDW&RUSRUDWHLQVLVWHGP\VHUYHUEHWDNHQRIIOLQHDQG,QRW
EH  DEOH  WR  UHWULHYH  P\  GDWD  7KHLU  SDUHQW  FRPSDQ\  'HOX[HFRP  EHWWHU
NQRZQ  IRU  VHOOLQJ  FKHFNV  KDV  EHHQ  FRPSOHWHO\  QRQUHVSRQVLYH  LQ  P\
DWWHPSWVWRHVFDODWHWKHPDWWHU
%XWHYHQDIWHUDOORIWKLV,FRQWLQXHGWRGRWKHVKRZRQVFKHGXOHPLQXVD
FRXSOHRIRIIGD\VWRSXWRXWILUHV
7KHQZKDWWKH\FRXOGQRWGRZLWKFDOXPQ\DQGFRUSRUDWHFHQVRUVKLSWKH\
GLGE\RXWULJKWFULPLQDODFWV
7KH\IORRGHGWKHFDOOOLQHVRIWKH5DGLFDO$JHQGDDQG2XWODZ&RQVHUYDWLYH
ZLWKVSRRIHGFDOOHU,'QXPEHUV:KHQWKHVSRRILQJVHUYLFHGLVDEOHGWKHLU
DFFRXQWVWKH\MXVWPDGHQHZRQHV2YHUDQGRYHUDQGRYHUDJDLQ
:HVXIIHUHGDGHQLDORIVHUYLFHDWWDFNRQRXUZHEVHUYHUZKLFKVKRXOGKDYH
EHHQLPSRVVLEOHJLYHQWKHSURWHFWLRQVHUYLFHZHXVH7KH\VKRXOGKDYHKDG
QRZD\RIHYHQILQGLQJWKDWVHUYHUEXWVRPHKRZWKH\GLG
:H  PRYHG  WKH  ZHE  VHUYHU  WR  DQRWKHU  KRVW  DQG  WRRN  VRPH  SUHFDXWLRQV
ZKLFKVHHPHGWRVWRSWKDWSDUWLFXODUURXWHRIVLOHQFLQJPH
7KHQWKH\VWDUWHG''26DWWDFNLQJP\UDGLRVHUYHUVWKHODVWPHDQVRIOLYH
VWUHDPLQJ,KDGDYDLODEOHEHIRUH-RVK:KR79HPHUJHG
$QGZLWKVRPHZKDWOHVVVXFFHVVWKH\VWDUWHG''26DWWDFNLQJ-RVK:KR79
WRR
$OORIWKLVWRVWRSPH"7KHVH-HZVPXVWWKLQN, PUHDOO\IXFNLQJLPSRUWDQW
:HOO,ZRQ WEHVWRSSHG7KH-HZVDUHWHUULILHGRIPHEHFDXVHLISHRSOH
KHDUZKDW,KDYHWRVD\ZLWKRXWWKHLUFKHUU\SLFNLQJGLVKRQHVWQRQVHQVH
WKHQWKHUHZRQ WEHDVDIHSODFHRQWKLV(DUWKIRUVRPXFKDVDPLVFKOLQJ
7KH\DUHWHUULILHGRIWKHWUXWKDQGRIPHQZLWKWKHFRXUDJHWRVSHDNLWLQWKH
IDFHRIDGYHUVLW\
,I,KDYHWRVKRZXSDWSHRSOH VGRRUVWRVD\ZKDW,KDYHWRVD\WKHQWR
TXRWH:DOWHU:KLWH,DPWKHRQHZKRNQRFNV
7R GR  DQ\  RI  WKLV  , OO  QHHG  PRQH\  RI  FRXUVH  1RZ PRUH  WKDQ  HYHU  LW  LV
DEVROXWHO\YLWDOWKDWRXUSHRSOHIDPLOLDUL]HWKHPVHOYHVZLWKFU\SWRFXUUHQF\,I
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WKH-HZVFDQVWRSXVE\WDNLQJRXUFUHGLWFDUGVDZD\OLNHWKHSDUHQWVRID
VSRLOHGWHHQDJHUWKHQZHDUHIXFNHG:HPLJKWDVZHOODOOJHWYDVHFWRPLHV
WDNHXSKHURLQDQGHQMR\WKHGHFOLQHLIZH UHJRLQJWRDOORZRXUVHOYHVWR
EHWKDWJRGGDPQYXOQHUDEOH
<RX  FDQ  SXUFKDVH  FU\SWRFXUUHQFLHV  ZLWK  D  FUHGLW  FDUG  IURP
&RLQ0DPD&KDQJHOO\RU8SKROGFRP
<RXFDQ DQGVKRXOG DOVREX\%LWFRLQDQGRWKHUFU\SWRFXUUHQFLHVZLWKORZHU
IHHV  DIWHU  D  YHULILFDWLRQ  SURFHVV  ZLWK  DQ  $&+  WUDQVIHU  IURP  RQH  RI  WKH
IROORZLQJH[FKDQJHV
*HPLQLFRP
3RORQLH[FRP
8SKROGFRP
%X\%LWFRLQVRU0RQHURORFDOO\ZLWKFDVKRUEDQNGHSRVLW
WKURXJK/RFDO%LWFRLQVRU/RFDO0RQHUR
$QGRIFRXUVH\RXFDQILQGDOORIP\45&RGHVDQGSXEOLFNH\VDW
KWWSVFKULVWRSKHUFDQWZHOOFRPGRQDWH
, OOILJKWIRUDVORQJDV,FDQEXW,QHHG\RXUKHOS
)ROORZ&KULVRQ7HOHJUDPRU3DUOHURU0LQGV7KH-HZVEDQQHGPHIURP
HYHU\WKLQJHOVH
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This Is Not About Optics
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If yot/ve got a three digit IQ
A
s my rada' last night from Jan Lamprecht of History Reviev.
and good impulse control, it's worth watching. On the other hand, if you feel like you're on the edge of doing
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something stupid, which during these times, would be understandable, I would encourage you to hold off on
watching It.
Jan, like many others, is displeased with people wtvo have
distanced themselves from the recent shooting at a synagogue
in Pittsburgh. He rightly points out that far worse is being done
to us daily, and from this concludes that walking into a house
of worship, and opening fire on people who have no clue who
you are or what you are upset about, is a worthwhile goal for
good men to pursue. He describes their acts as "racial
corrective action".
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This Is Not About Optics
I can understand that impulse. Over the years IVe sung the
praises of others who have thrown their lives away In pursuit
of political and social change, indeed I have contemplated adding my own name to such a list In the course of
human events, this becomes necessary at times, and history rightly shines upon the martyrs of successful
causes, if good men are not willing to kill and die for truth and nghteousness, then evil men will triumph
through violence and deceit.

join Our Telegram Group

Want proof? Turn on the television.
I beg of the reader to keep this in mind as we go forward, because to understand what I am about to say, one
must be certain of the origin. I am no pacifist, nor am I a coward. I have met the enemy in battle. I spent
months in his cages. I regularly read off the names and inmate numbers of my former follow inmates, who
have not had the good fortune to join me outside the walls.
My sense ofJustice is so frequently offended by current events, that I find it a challenge to maintain my
composure. Right now, James Fields, a man I briefly shared a cell block with, is on trial for a murder which he
did not commit, but will almost certainly be convicted of anyway. People who know he is innocent, he through
their teeth and delight in his misery. I watch every day, as masked anarchists and black thugs, not in the
streets, destroy property, set fires, commit perjury, assault innocent people, frame good men for crimes, and
are given a free pass to do so by a government I would otherwise rather support. Meanwhile, good men who I
care deeply for, call me from jails and prisons which they find themselves In for the enme of defending
themselves against this mayhem.
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I find this state of affairs completely intolerable, and so I spend a great deal of time thinking about what I can
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do lo set things right. When I find no definitive answers. I understand the mindset of men like Dylann Roof
and RoDert Bowers. I am not one who believes that ‘Violence is never the answer*, but l do know that violence
is what invariably ensues, when better answers are found to be lacking.
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I also know that in other periods of my life I have likewse lacked answers to seemingly urgent questions. I
have frequently felt, about many things, the sense that If such and such problem is not immediately solved,
the world would surely end. As the years and decades have licked by, I have been proven wrong In every
single instance.
That is a valuable lesson which most adults eventually learn. Time likely inflicts more wounds than it heals, but
it puntshes those in cages and coffins more harshly than those fortunate enough to avoid them. Just because I
do not see a solution today, does not mean that I will not see one in five years, and woe to my cause if I am
not alive and free to receive and act on that yet to be found wisdom.
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I sincerely hope that every man who listens to the sound of my voice takes his cause seriously enough to kill
and die for it. I sincerely hope that if I called on them to do so. that they would answer. I have little doubt that
if I went on the Radical Agenda and started praising the Pittsburgh shooting I’d soon see the results plastered

Comments
WordPress.org

all over cable news.
Because of this, I try (and often fall) to be cautious when discussing violence. A man with the nerve to willingly
give up his life in pursuit of our salvation is exceedingly valuable. Give such a man a bit of direction, the proper
resources, and a shot at victory, and he might Just be what tips the scales at a future time when answers are

Delete My Account

more forthcoming. If he is dead or in prison when that time arrives, then the scales might just up in the other
direction, and our prior certainties of imminent doom would finally come to fruition.
Any asshole can bleed or go to prison. Indeed there are times when this seems easier, and more desirable,
than years of struggle with no clear path to success. Vet those of us who are genuinely interested in creating a
better future, best serve that purpose by maximizing our ability to impact that future.
Because Dylann Roof and Robert Bowers attacked non-combatants, in such fashion as to grant propaganda
victories to our rivals, they will spend the rest of their lives in prison. A stay which will most likely be cut short
only by their executions. Let us take a look at the ledger to see what this has costed our enemies, and what
this has costed us.
Nine blacks and eleven elderly Jevis are dead. Do any of you know their names? I don't. I hear one of them was
a state senator, but as best as I can tell, no political outcome was positively changed by eliminating this
person. I could rattle off a very long list of very guilty people who deserve far worse than a bullet but to the
best of my knowledge, none of them were in either house of worship on either day. I highly doubt those
people are missed by anyone other than their friends, relatives, and neighbors. I am confident that every
scheming Jew prick with an axe tognnd. delighted in hearing the news of each shooting, and got to work
exploiting those deaths before the blood had dried.
We. on the other hand, almost lost Gab. Indeed some of us have been banned from the platform, which
became necessary to keep it online. More importantly, we lost two men who were willing to die for their
cause. They will never have children. They will never cast the deciding vote in an election. They will never Join
an army that stands a chance of victory. They wll never do battle against a worthy opponent. They will never
have the opportunity to trade their lives for the salvation of their people, because they threw their lives away
before the opportunity ever presented itself.
I will agree with Jan. that we should not create nutcase conspiracy theories, and cast doubt upon the reality of
their acts as false flags* (though I confess this was my first thought, when l heard about Bowers). I'll likewise
agree that moral condemnation Is equally unproductive. I also regularly express my support, for my former
fellow inmates and others who have been wrongly imprisoned for defending themselves against the
combatants who attack us. I am not writing this to virtue signal or gam the approval of authonty figures
But praising mass shooters who attack nameless non-combatants, and encouraging good men to do such
things, which will certainly put an end to their ability to participate In the struggle, does not serve our
purposes. It is a disservice to them, to us, and to future generations.
We have quite enough martyrs to mourn, and prisoners to support. Nobody doubts our capacity for violence.
What we require now Is the ability to be heard, and that goal is best served by free men with air in their lungs,
working to circumvent the efforts to silence us.
Perhaps a time will arrive, when the best we can hope for is to hear of lone gunmen knocking off a few
civilians as a reminder that we still exist, and possess the will to fight. Perhaps things in South Africa are
nearing that point, and for this I can sympathize with Jan and his neighbors. But at least here in America, that
state of affairs describes a dystopian future which we should all be working to avoid.
in Europe, a recent CNN poll found that more than a quarter of Europeans polled believe Jev/s have too much
influence In business and finance. Nearly one In four said Jews have too much influence in conflict and wars
across the world. One in five said they have too much influence in the media, and likewise of politics. A third of
those polled said they knew just a little or nothing at all about the Holocaust, and one out of twenty said they
never even heard of it.
Those numbers are far more frightening to the Jews than any body count we could ever hope to inflict, and
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their frenzied efforts to silence us are reflections of that fear. In time, if we play our cards right, these realities
will be reflected in our political outcomes, and I hope the men who helped to spread this knowledge, live to
see the day.
Other people need to see this!
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Chris
Christopher Cantwell is a former political prisoner, and current host of the Radical Agenda. The
most entertaining podcast of the Alt Right.
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Slovakbio • S raxn aço
Well this wits a refreshingmad. I agree on pretty much evmilling.
2
V • Repy • Share >
Evito • 3 hours ago
I nm of the snme persuasion ns you Chris but i Inck the words so i will use them here as they truly describe it.
You are doing the Lord's work
The spirit of northern men lut* held through far worse and fought enemies more terrifying, Molun tjibe.
1 a - • Repy • Share i
JuanDeages 5 nojs ago
1 decided to watch the video, and I have to agree with you. Tlie media would not treat us any better if we spent
the rest ofour days counter signaling Bowers. Ifin some alternate timeline he went in and »hot them with
paintballs. it would still be treated the same way. However, to exalt Bowers for shooting some random ÿews
seems absurd to me. What was this really worth? Best case it provides some catharsis for those more on edge,
but I see no other possible value. Ifviolence i* to win the day, we need to wield the state in earnest, .fust being
angry and doing something for the sake of doing something will get us nowhere.
V . Ropy Sharo >
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Fred Ubowiö • 6 houi» aço
1 love you. Cantwell
1 " s* • Repy • Share >
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The Frog Guy — To be fair, 'Surie' is probably a guy
from Kolkata.
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